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Executive Summary
Crime analysts today have an unprecedented set of tools available to explore the factors that influence
when, where, and why crime occurs. Public, nonprofit, and for-profit organizations are generating and
disseminating more high-quality data than ever before, largely because of enhanced storage and
retrieval capacity. Similarly, rapid increases in computing power have facilitated the development of
more powerful tools to analyze these data. These advances have exciting implications for geospatial
analyses of crime and criminal justice data, particularly those that span different sectors and
jurisdictions. Integrating data across geographic boundaries and from different fields, such as
transportation, land use, and public health, allows researchers and practitioners to better understand
the full range of factors that affect public safety. These insights can in turn inform the design of more
impactful and responsive public safety strategies.
This blueprint, written to inform the efforts of researchers and analysts in local government agencies
and in research settings, offers practical strategies for executing successful data integration projects
across agencies and jurisdictions. It combines lessons learned from a wide-ranging literature review with
the direct experience of Urban Institute (Urban) researchers, who collected, integrated, mapped, and
analyzed interagency and cross-jurisdictional data from the Washington, DC, metropolitan area, a project
referred to throughout this blueprint as Metropolitan Crime Mapping. The goal of this blueprint is to
encourage similar projects by identifying the opportunities that cross-sectional analysis offers, suggesting
strategies to overcome barriers that researchers may encounter, and providing an overview of what the
future holds for cross-sector data sharing and analysis.

The Background and Challenges of Data Sharing
Chapter 1 explores the history and theory of cross-jurisdictional and interagency data sharing and cites
examples of key insights that emerged as a result of data integration projects and how agencies used
this intelligence to inform crime reduction strategies. The chapter then lays out several major data
integration challenges that crime analysts will need to navigate, including the following:


Resources. Often the first concern surrounding data integration, resource constraints—
including staff time—will determine the scope and sustainability of any data-sharing effort.
Many agencies may also face substantial challenges using their data systems for analytic or
practical purposes, especially in the early stages of transitioning to digital or automated
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systems. This limited technical infrastructure may impose further resource demands on data
integration efforts.


Technological challenges. A key challenge of data integration is converting datasets so that
they “speak the same language” and can be feasibly combined and analyzed. Supporting and
maintaining data security is another major challenge.



Agency culture and politics. In many cases, data sharing requires overcoming cultural and
political barriers that may include an aversion to information sharing. Agencies can address
these issues by working with all partners to identify the shared goals and benefits of a datasharing and integration project.



Staffing and management within individual agencies. A data-sharing agreement between
agencies will have little utility if staffing and management in the partner agencies do not
support data sharing or if frequent turnover among those assigned to oversee data sharing
weakens lines of communication between partners.



Identifying shared goals, benefits, and language. To bring together the wide array of partners
needed, data integration projects will frequently require translational efforts to build a common
language and shared set of terms. Each partner will have their own language and jargon; without a
shared language, these variations will create friction in a data integration project.



Agency staffing and management. Staff members in charge of executing and overseeing data
integration projects need substantive and technical expertise to efficiently manage project
demands. Similarly, data integration partnerships may be weakened without the appropriate
culture or lines of communication in place to introduce new leadership and management to
data-sharing protocols.



Central leadership to promote system utility. Coordination across partners is essential to
maintaining the momentum of data-sharing efforts over time. Stable central leadership can
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of these ventures, but it can be challenging to identify
long-term leadership structures that will be accepted by all project partners.



Issues of public access. In some cases, efforts to share data as a tool for research or practice
may be accompanied by a desire to allow greater public access to the data. Though public access
can be a strong demonstration of transparency, agencies may fear exposure to public scrutiny
or worry that releasing information will have a negative economic impact on their communities.
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When considering these challenges, each potential data-sharing partner will need to weigh the
costs and utility of integrating data. It is important to note that data-sharing and integration projects
range from one-time, ad hoc endeavors to ongoing systems. Though this report draws primarily on
Urban’s experience conducting a one-time data integration project to highlight new relationships
between crime and geographic and environmental factors, agencies should strive to implement
structures that support ongoing data sharing in a way that allows them to monitor trends and rapidly
respond to new issues that arise.

Key Steps in Data Sharing
Chapter 2 walks through seven steps necessary to implement data sharing, integration, and analysis
across agencies and jurisdictions and includes practical lessons on how to execute such efforts more
efficiently.


Develop a framework for data integration. Projects should begin by establishing what
questions researchers and practitioners would like to answer by sharing and integrating data.
This research framework should be shaped by both theory and practice, ensuring that the
results of data integration will be relevant to practitioners (problem-driven approach) while
allowing for more proactive exploration of new relationships between crime and other
variables (theory-driven approach).



Organize the research team. Data integration projects need clear but flexible leadership that
provides the structure to make progress as well as the flexibility to pursue new opportunities as
they arise. A central project manager who oversees the work of several subject matter experts
can help balance these competing priorities.



Identify data sources. When identifying the right data sources to support cross-sector projects,
agencies must balance several considerations, including data availability and quality, provider
willingness to share data, the utility of the data’s content, and the effort needed to analyze data
based on how they are formatted and organized. Partners providing data should be engaged
regularly and consistently through both organizational and individual relationships. At the same
time, the team should take care to avoid redundant requests and be judicious in when and how
often they request new data. A timeline developed in collaboration with all partners can
provide a basis for accountability and help ensure that efforts move forward.
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Solicit partners and manage relationships. Soliciting partners to support the project can be a



delicate process, particularly when the data involved could create public relations or operational
risks for an agency. To build productive relationships and address these concerns, agencies must
demonstrate the value of integrated data projects to prospective partners and ensure that both
operational and technical frameworks exist to maintain the security of project data.
Create data management structures. The research team will need to find ways to structure and



manage project data so that analyses can be completed efficiently. Data from partner agencies
will need to be cleaned, coded, and reconciled. Reconciliation is particularly important, and the
team will need to devise a common framework for coding data when jurisdictions use different
terms to describe similar observations. Likewise, when data is stored at different geographic
levels (e.g., census tracts and block groups), the team will need a strategy for managing data
across these different units of analysis. Developing a data dictionary will be an invaluable step
in this process.
Integrate data. After structuring data to facilitate efficient management, the team must



integrate the data so it can support analysis. Data can be integrated at the individual or place
level, but integrating data at the place level is often easier.

Analytic Approaches
Chapter 3 describes analytic approaches to integrated data exploration, providing guidance on how to
select appropriate methods from a range of possible analytic strategies. Drawing on Urban’s experience
with Metropolitan Crime Mapping, the chapter focuses on a wide array of analytic methods, including
commonly used approaches such as cross-sectional (point-in-time) and panel (longitudinal/changeover-time) analysis techniques. The chapter also provides an overview of more advanced geospatial
techniques, including geographically weighted regression, risk terrain modeling, and Markov transition
matrix modeling. Written specifically for an audience of crime analysts and quantitative researchers,
the chapter discusses challenges and strategies associated with these analytic approaches and how data
integration can provide access to on-demand responses to questions of interest to local governments.

X
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The Future of Interagency Data Integration
Chapter 4 explores the future of data sharing and integration and looks at the opportunities, trends, and
challenges that will shape the field going forward. The chapter begins by exploring the changing nature
of data use in policy discussions and how these trends may push agencies to explore more data-sharing
opportunities. It then assesses how recent developments in cloud computing, data portals, big data
processing, and the diffusion of smartphones may help push data integration forward and greatly
expand the utility of routinely collected data for informing policy decisions across a wide range of fields.
The chapter also discusses issues data integration will pose for civil liberties and privacy and concludes
by acknowledging the challenges integration efforts will face in the future, including an ongoing
resistance to data-sharing practices among many agencies and a lack of access to necessary resources
and technical expertise. Addressing these challenges will be essential to maximizing the potential of
integrated data projects.
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Introduction
Finding, exploring, and testing relationships between variables is the heart of criminology. Fortunately,
continuing advances in information technology are removing many of the data storage and processing
barriers that have previously limited researchers’ ability to explore new criminological research
inquiries. However, though technological barriers to criminological research are tumbling down,
organizational barriers to accessing the necessary data remain formidable. The data researchers need
are often held by different agencies and multiple jurisdictions. A researcher attempting to build a
complete picture of crime and the factors that affect it may need to solicit data from city, county, state,
and even federal agencies. These agencies may include police departments, courts, human services
agencies, and a host of other government, nonprofit, and for-profit entities. Without a doubt,
developing these cross-silo data-sharing partnerships presents unique challenges.
But many lessons can be learned from projects that have undertaken such efforts, offering
strategies to mitigate or overcome challenges and execute successful projects. This blueprint explores
the literature on cross-jurisdictional, interagency analysis and illustrates the various models that have
been employed and documented across the country. Though it draws from a wide array of literature
within and outside of the field of criminology, most examples in this blueprint are derived from the
experiences of Urban Institute (Urban) researchers who, through a National Institute of Justice grant,
collected, integrated, mapped, and analyzed interagency and cross-jurisdictional data from the
Washington, DC, metropolitan area, a project referred to throughout this blueprint as Metropolitan
Crime Mapping. Using these data, the research team explored questions that could only be assessed
with integrated cross-silo data, such as the effect of economic development on crime and the impact of
cross-jurisdictional data on the accuracy of predictive crime mapping.
Chapter 1 of this blueprint draws from both theory and practice to provide a brief history of crossjurisdictional, interagency data mapping and illustrate the associated challenges and advantages. It also
describes the various forms that cross-silo data integration can take, from one-time or periodic data
sharing to system-wide, real-time data integration. Though the latter model is what agencies should
aspire to, this blueprint focuses on the former, as the basic processes associated with one-time datasharing projects form the basis for a wide array of data integration models.
Chapter 2 describes these processes in detail, laying out the steps necessary to execute crossjurisdictional, interagency mapping and analysis. These steps include soliciting data-sharing partners,
managing those relationships, identifying useful data sources, and creating a structure for managing

those data. Chapter 2 also offers strategies for working across agencies and jurisdictions, managing
different data definitions and geographies, and interpolating data where necessary. It addresses the
time and resource commitments that jurisdictions can expect to make if they embark on a one-time data
integration project. This chapter draws from the experiences of the Metropolitan Crime Mapping
project and from other examples from the field, including an informal survey of multijurisdictional data
integration projects based in metropolitan areas (see Kingsley, Coulton, and Pettit 2014).1
Chapter 3 discusses analytic approaches to integrated data exploration and helps readers identify
appropriate methods for analyzing data and confirming results. Drawing from the research questions
explored in the analysis of data collected from the Washington, DC, metropolitan area, this chapter
describes the challenges associated with various analytic approaches and strategies to overcome them.
It then discusses how data integration can support rapid responses to questions of interest to local
governments. The final chapter looks forward to describe what the future holds for integrated criminal
justice analyses and the promising advances in information technology that can facilitate these efforts.
This blueprint is intended to inform the efforts of criminal justice analysts in police and supervision
agencies; of city, county, and mayoral staff interested in connecting the dots between populations,
services, and outcomes across service providers and jurisdictions; and of researchers looking to develop
better, more accurate models that yield findings of value to the research and practitioner communities.
Ideally, the experiences documented here can help move the field forward toward a richer, more
nuanced exploration of crime in the interest of more effective crime control and prevention.
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Chapter 1. Background and Review
of the Literature
Cross-jurisdictional, interagency data sharing can have enormous implications for how quickly and
effectively law enforcement agencies can detect, respond to, and prevent crime. For crime analysis, data
sharing can yield new patterns, reveal new causal factors that drive crime, and inform crime prevention
strategies (La Vigne and Wartell 2001; Maltz, Gordon, and Friedman 1990; Santos 2012). This datadriven approach to law enforcement can be further enhanced by analyzing crime data alongside a wide
array of socioeconomic indicators, including those from nonjustice agencies. Geographic information
system (GIS) mapping has become an increasingly widespread tool for these analyses, allowing agencies
to integrate different data sources geographically. The use of GIS in crime and criminal justice research
and practice has gained momentum as the technology has become increasingly accessible and user
friendly (Chainey and Ratcliffe 2013; Davidson 1981; Raleigh and Galster 2014; Skogan 1986).
Though law enforcement agencies are often at the core of crime data–sharing networks as the main
data collectors, a range of other agencies can benefit from such networks as well. Community
supervision agencies, for example, can use law enforcement data to enhance their knowledge of police
contacts with people on probation or parole and learn of people or activities in the area that may put
supervisees at risk of harm or engagement in criminal behavior. Such information has the potential to
facilitate more successful reentry outcomes by giving supervision officers a better understanding of the
community contexts to which people are returning (IACP, n.d.; La Vigne, Cowan, and Brazzell 2006).2
Partnerships with agencies outside the realm of criminal justice may provide valuable information
for crime analysis and criminal justice research while engaging a broader group of local leaders in public
safety efforts (Hawkins 2006; Wolf 2012). In Camden, New Jersey, for example, police are working with
local hospitals to identify patterns and overlapping high-risk populations by comparing police data on
arrests and calls for service with emergency department usage, ambulance calls, and other information.3
Jurisdictions may also find it beneficial to share data with the public to promote greater transparency,
accountability, and public trust, and to encourage community participation in public safety (IACP 2015;
President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing 2015).4 But no matter the application, researchers and
analysts will generally find that they need both cross-jurisdictional and interagency data to develop the
most complete public safety analyses.
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Cross-Jurisdictional Data
Politically defined jurisdictional borders, though important for assigning governmental responsibility
and for administrative purposes such as census taking, tax collection, and mail delivery, are quite
permeable in daily life (Rengert and Lockwood 2009). This creates a unique challenge when developing
public policy, as questions of responsibility can lead to “edge effects”—increased rates of crime and
criminal victimization along boundaries between relatively homogenous areas—and territorial gaps
where policies to address crime risk falling short (Briffault 1996). This is often seen in the context of
environmental issues such as wildlife conservation and pollution (Helland and Whitford 2003;
Woodroffe and Ginsberg 1998) and is certainly true in the field of crime control and criminal behavior.
A substantial body of research supports the idea that crime tends to be concentrated in hot spots that
are often much smaller than typical geographic units and may be as small as a few street blocks, a street
segment, or a single address (Rengert and Lockwood 2009; Weisburd, Bruinsma, and Bernasco 2009).
Typically, these hot spots are defined through the mapping of crime within a single jurisdiction. Yet
crime often works in patterns that ignore jurisdictional boundaries, and people committing these
offenses may move freely across city, county, or state lines (Ratcliffe 2003; van Schendel and Abraham
2005). Moreover, there is evidence that some people may strategically commit crimes across
jurisdictional boundaries to reduce the likelihood of detection and apprehension (Finklea 2011; van
Schendel and Abraham 2005).
The need to analyze crime across political boundaries becomes even more acute when one
considers that the areas immediately adjacent to borders are often hot spots themselves. Crime clusters
at these borders for several reasons. For example, boundaries frequently overlap with major roads and
highways, which provide convenient opportunities for crime and allow people to travel unnoticed.
Mixed land uses and geographic features also generate and provide opportunities for crime
(Brantingham and Brantingham 1995; La Vigne and Wartell 2001; Song et al. 2015). Crime patterns are
neither distributed evenly within political boundaries nor limited to single jurisdictions, and
approaching crime through a framework of such boundaries can impede public safety efforts.

Interagency Data
Researchers and practitioners have long known that crime does not occur in a vacuum, even within a
single jurisdiction. People and their physical and social environments interact to create opportunities
for crime to occur (Brantingham and Brantingham 1993, 259–94; Taylor and Harrell 1996).
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Researchers interested in preventing crime by identifying its drivers have noted links between crime
and specific environmental and social factors, such as local unemployment rates, the presence of vacant
buildings, and certain land use and zoning characteristics (Kinney et al. 2008; Krivo and Peterson 1996;
Markowitz et al. 2001; Raphael and Winter-Ebmer 2001). These findings present a compelling case for
interagency data sharing and suggest that any understanding of local crime dynamics will be quite
limited if it incorporates only conventional crime data.

The History of Interagency
and Cross-Jurisdictional Data Sharing
Agencies from different disciplines and across jurisdictional boundaries have shared data, including
public safety data, for decades, though typically on an informal, ad hoc basis in response to specific
circumstances (Carter 2004, 29–53; Ratcliffe 2012). More recently, some agencies have begun creating
more in-depth data-sharing networks in the form of integrated data systems, which are updated on a
continuous basis. A 2013 survey conducted by a coalition of national data-sharing advocacy
organizations found 30 operational integrated data systems across the country, including 5 at the state
level and 25 at the city or county level.5 These data systems often engage a wide variety of agencies to
better understand a specific topic. For example, the University of Chicago-led Integrated Database on
Child and Family Programs in Illinois explores the relationships between education, youth, and other
data of interest (e.g., employment data) through partnerships with the Chicago Workforce Investment
Council, the City Colleges of Chicago, Chicago Public Schools, and the Chicago Department of Family
and Support Services.
For law enforcement, information sharing evolved alongside the development of new technologies
and increasingly comprehensive and consistent record-keeping practices. Such practices were
promoted in the 1920s amid efforts to professionalize policing and included the archiving of arrest
records and early individual criminal case files (Archbold 2012). In the 1970s, police departments began
to routinely monitor and record citizen calls for service as part of a new emphasis on developing
collaborative relationships with citizens and the valuable information they could provide (Archbold
2012; Trojanowicz and Bucqueroux 1998).
Data sharing at the local and regional levels gained momentum in the 1980s and 1990s in response to
public and political concerns over drug trafficking and gang activity. At the same time, the growing
popularity of computers and the internet facilitated the development of data systems that could be
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accessed and updated from multiple locations and by multiple users (Carter 2004, 29–53; Nunn 2001;
Sheptycki 2004; Schwabe, Davis, and Jackson 2001). These developments accelerated the shift to
computerized records, though paper records persist in some jurisdictions.6
In the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks, federal pressure for law enforcement to engage
in interagency and cross-jurisdictional data sharing became much more acute. This pressure was
accompanied by an increase in resources to support data sharing as officials at all levels of government
sought to improve their disaster management capabilities and close information gaps now seen as
national security threats (Kapucu 2006; Williams et al. 2009). The resulting movement toward data
sharing has focused on promoting communication and collaboration between local, state, and federal
law enforcement and intelligence agencies to prevent terrorism through national data-sharing
platforms such as the FBI’s National Data Exchange.7 Perhaps more significantly, the federal push for
data integration has also presented a significant challenge to the “need-to-know” culture of intelligence
sharing that had previously held sway among many local and federal agencies (Budinger and Smith
2011; Carter 2004, 29–53).8
As the culture around data sharing changes, new analytic tools have enabled agencies to interpret and
use data in more powerful ways. In particular, crime mapping with GIS has significantly influenced how law
enforcement agencies address crime, allowing departments to identify hot spots of crime and more
strategically deploy resources. Though efforts to analyze the relationship between crime and place have
occurred at least since the 19th century (Weisburd, Bruinsma, and Bernasco 2009), new technologies
have changed how this research is conducted. The first experimental computer-based crime-mapping
technology was developed in the 1960s but was rudimentary and still prohibitively expensive for most
jurisdictions. By the 1980s, however, analytic software could map large and diverse datasets and
independently identify patterns (Coppock and Rhind 1991). Computer-assisted crime mapping has since
become increasingly widespread in the United States and is now a mainstay of large metropolitan police
departments, thanks to advances that have made the technology more accessible and cost-effective
(Chainey and Ratcliffe 2013). The utility of this technology has also been greatly enhanced by interagency
and cross-jurisdictional data sharing, enabling law enforcement agencies to visualize crime patterns across
borders (La Vigne and Wartell 2001; Mamalian and La Vigne 1999; Rich 1995).
Despite recent advances in data sharing and geographic analysis, most jurisdictions still lack a
strong infrastructure for interagency and cross-jurisdictional data sharing. The scope and technological
capacity of public safety data-sharing networks vary greatly, and these networks often consist of ad hoc
agreements between narrow sets of criminal justice–focused stakeholders. Further, efforts to establish
regional data-sharing partnerships of the kind described in this blueprint may be relatively informal and,
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as a result, poorly documented or publicized. The following section draws from existing documentation
of regional data-sharing efforts to offer lessons for future endeavors.

Regional Data-Sharing Systems
Data-sharing systems vary in scope, organizational structure, and membership. One of the largest and
earliest examples of a formal regional cross-jurisdictional data-mapping system is the Regional Crime
Analysis Geographic Information System (RCAGIS), established in 1996 by the US Department of
Justice in collaboration with the Baltimore County Police Department and the Regional Crime Analysis
System group. The Regional Crime Analysis System, a basic data-sharing system, grew out of a previous
partnership between the Baltimore County Police Department, Baltimore Police Department,
Maryland State Police, and law enforcement from surrounding counties that led to the successful
clearance of a series of high-profile armed robbery cases. A subsequent partnership with the
Department of Justice allowed the Regional Crime Analysis System group to greatly expand its
geospatial mapping abilities. RCAGIS quickly proved capable of addressing crime, though early
implementation issues highlighted opportunities for improvement. For example, agencies had to enter
data once into their own systems and then again into RCAGIS, and some member agencies also lacked
the technical software capacity to use the mapping functions of RCAGIS (La Vigne and Wartell 2001).9
The partners behind RCAGIS came together of their own volition because of an identified need for
cross-jurisdictional information. In other cases, systems have been driven by or housed within more
formal public entities. Michigan’s Courts and Law Enforcement Management Information System
(CLEMIS) provides a mechanism for interagency data sharing and includes every law enforcement
agency in Oakland and Washtenaw counties as well as several from nearby counties. Though law
enforcement agencies form the core of this network, CLEMIS is open to all public safety agencies in
Michigan and counts among its members several 911 central dispatch agencies, a prosecutor’s office,
parks police, the Wayne County Airport Authority, the FBI, Michigan fusion centers, the Michigan State
Police, federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement, and the US Secret Service. Since 1982, the
database has integrated a wide range of data sources and functions, including police computer–aided
dispatch and records management systems, 911 calls, evidence records, crash reports, biometric facial
images and fingerprints, crime mapping, and so on (Oakland County 2014). Critically, CLEMIS is also
institutionalized as a division of the Oakland County Department of Information Technology, with
approximately 30 employees and around-the-clock technical support.10
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Similarly, San Diego County’s Automated Regional Justice Information System was established in
1980 and includes all municipalities in the county, the county government, and their representative law
enforcement agencies.11 Though it integrates many of the same types of data sources as CLEMIS, it
places additional emphasis on making data more accessible to officers on the ground through mobile
applications such as the Tactical Identification System, which allows officers to compare a photo of a
suspect against the local booking database, and the Tactical Automated Response Using GIS-Enabled
Technology, which provides geospatial information such as the locations of police incidents and gang
activity, the addresses of people on parole and those registered as sex offenders, and more.12
In some cases, neighboring jurisdictions may gain access to each other’s data when both—
independently or through agreement—subscribe to a common data-sharing service that shares data
among its members. For example, the Pennsylvania-based CODY Systems platform integrates records
management systems, dispatch data, and other criminal justice data sources into one system and
includes a mobile access component for officers on patrol. Over 500 clients can also access a specific
“vendor-neutral” data-sharing tool that allows officers to query cross-jurisdictional data regardless of
differences in data vendors or infrastructure.13
These examples of cross-agency and cross-jurisdictional data sharing and integration illustrate the
unique challenges agencies face when developing data-sharing networks. At the core of many of these
challenges is the reality that agencies come to the table with different budgets, technological and
human capacity, data infrastructure, agendas, and cultures. These challenges, and their implications for
data sharing and integration, are discussed below.

Challenges
Effective data integration, whether through periodic ad hoc sharing or a fully automated system,
requires a common language and common standards and expectations to ensure that data sharing is
beneficial to all involved. This section provides more detail about the difficulties agencies are likely to
encounter in three specific areas: resources, technology, and interpersonal or political factors.

Resources
One of the greatest challenges agencies can face when implementing a data-sharing system is securing
and maintaining the resources necessary to support the system, particularly with the resources needed
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for computer-based data sharing. Though the up-front costs of software development and deployment
often command the greatest investment (La Vigne and Wartell 2001), participating agencies must also
ensure that they can fund updates and other maintenance for the system to remain efficient. Additional
costs arise from the vast difference in data efficiency between partners: some more well-resourced
agencies may have relatively advanced data management systems and analytic tools and well-trained
staff, but smaller and particularly rural jurisdictions may still rely on paper documents or be in the early
stages of digitization (Jackson et al. 2014; Kaza and Chen 2008). Such agencies may be important
partners for public safety purposes but will most likely need to develop their internal systems before
they can participate fully in a software-based data-sharing and mapping arrangement. In some cases
(e.g., situations where there is a movement to expand the public availability of data), agencies may incur
additional legal costs ensuring compliance with open data requirements and other relevant legislation.14

Technology
Interoperability is another significant challenge agencies face when attempting to share data. Even if a
participating agency has a strong internal data system, that system may be very different from those of
other agencies and may not be able to easily communicate with those systems (Kaza and Chen 2008).15
Initial barriers to interoperability include differences in data labels and terminology: even if data are
shared through the same format or systems, agencies may use different terms to describe the same
thing or assign different meanings to the same term (Maltz 1999; McCormick et al. 2015; Swartz 2008).
For fully integrated databases, interoperability also involves reconciling the different programming
languages used to create each agency’s unique system (Chisnall 2013).
Data security is also paramount, and systems must adequately protect against online breaches. In
some cases, this might require adjusting the level of access for different user accounts (Agrawal,
Evfimievski, and Srikant 2003). Other challenges include ensuring timeliness of data, developing
efficient entry systems that only require data be entered once, and training staff to properly clean and
enter data in those systems and to understand how to best use the system for public safety purposes.16
Chapter 4, The Future of Interagency Data Integration, provides more information on challenges that
arise from the use of new technologies as data sharing and integration tools.
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Agency Culture and Politics
Law enforcement agencies are often especially—though not uniquely—protective of their information,
creating significant challenges for data sharing (Linden 2003).17 A summary of lessons learned from the
National Neighborhood Indicators Partnership notes that “[f]rom the agency’s viewpoint, they have
much to lose by granting access to their data, and the easiest response for them in the short-term will be
to reject the request without serious consideration.”18 Efforts to create interagency data-sharing
partnerships must therefore begin by establishing trust among all parties and by making clear (1) the
value of being involved and (2) that sharing data will not unreasonably compromise control over internal
data systems (Pardo, Gil-Garcia, and Luna-Reyes 2010).19

Identifying Shared Goals, Benefits, and Language
A common characteristic of all successful data-sharing efforts is that they began with agencies
cultivating strong relationships—both within their own jurisdictions and across neighboring
jurisdictions—and identifying how each partner will benefit from the arrangement (Harris and
Romesburg 2002).20 Partnerships involving both criminal justice agencies and agencies in other fields
are especially susceptible to differences in language and terminology creating barriers to mutual
understanding. Just as variation in data labels can keep data from being efficiently integrated, variations
in terminology can lead to miscommunication and even friction among agencies. It is therefore critical to
long-term success to ensure that agencies literally and figuratively “speak the same language” and build
strong relationships that facilitate smooth data sharing (Bouhaddou et al. 2008; Cheminais 2009, 1–22).

Agency Staffing and Management
Management issues, both within and across agencies, can put the success of data-sharing networks at
risk. For example, IT and analysis units in police departments are often overseen by sworn officers
rather than civilian data experts. These officers may have little technical or management experience,
and in some cases, frequent turnover among leadership may prevent them from acquiring that
experience. Leadership turnover in individual agencies can also weaken the larger partnership if an
appropriate process or culture is not in place to ensure that new leadership is rapidly brought on board
to any data-sharing agreement (Clingermayer and Feiock 1997; McGillivray and Smith 2004; NedovićBudić and Pinto 2000).
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Central Leadership to Promote System Utility
Designating cross-agency leadership can greatly expand the utility and efficiency of data-sharing
systems. In many cases, a few people—or even a single person—are responsible for driving initial datasharing efforts and may shift naturally into a leadership role during the early phases of collaboration
(Cheminais 2009, 1–22). But stable and effective overarching leadership can be difficult for jurisdictions
to achieve. In partnerships where leadership involves an unpaid position, perhaps appointed or elected
by constituent members, it may be difficult to find someone who is sufficiently agency-neutral,
knowledgeable, and willing to provide leadership in addition to his or her regular responsibilities.
Creating one or more full-time positions to coordinate data-sharing efforts can address the issues of
expertise and neutrality and improve efficiency, but such positions may be challenging for jurisdictions
to fund (Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh 2012; Gazley 2008; Pardo et al. 2006).

Issues of Public Access
Unique political issues arise when data sharing includes providing greater access to the public.21 Though
this can be an effective way for agencies to demonstrate transparency and encourage public partnership
in public safety efforts, agencies may also fear how released information will affect public perception and
the economic prospects of areas revealed to have high crime rates. Such data may drive away businesses
and potential residents alike, reinforce negative perceptions of neighborhoods with high crime, and
suppress commercial activity.22

Weighing the Utility of Interagency
and Cross-Jurisdictional Data Sharing
Data sharing can carry substantial costs but can also yield enormous benefits to public safety in the
form of more efficient access to information, improved coordination in problem-solving and crime
prevention activities, and better clearance rates on cases. Most significantly, analysis of multisource
data can help jurisdictions reduce crime by identifying patterns that give insights into the root causes of
crime, allowing police to more proactively prevent incidents (La Vigne and Wartell 2001). Such systems
have also been found to be cost-effective. For example, an independent consultant estimated that the
Automated Regional Justice Information System created total annual savings of $13,871,167 for
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participating agencies.23 However, the utility of implementing such a system should be considered on a
case-by-case basis.
Despite a significant amount of research on the relationship between crime and environmental
factors, the utility of this knowledge will depend on how agencies use it. In an ideal scenario, data would be
continually collected, integrated, and analyzed by local agencies that are positioned to do so sustainably.
Neighborhoods are unique and dynamic ecosystems shaped by continually changing interactions between
physical characteristics and resident mobility (Galster and Hedman 2014), and practitioners are best
served by data integration that occurs on a systematic basis and works with data specific to the area
(Colvin and Goh 2005; Lindsay, Jackson, and Cooke 2010; Maltz and Targonski 2002).
In practice, however, such frequent and well-managed data integration is rare. But several new
technologies have created opportunities for more timely integration at lower costs (see chapter 4, The
Future of Interagency Data Integration). Thus, the majority of this blueprint draws on Urban’s
experience conducting a one-time, researcher-driven data integration project to explore how such data
may be used. Even as agencies strive for more timely and ongoing data collection and integration, onetime data collection conducted by practitioners or researchers can provide valuable, location-specific
insights into the relationship between crime and neighborhood factors while highlighting data sources
that could contribute useful information if built into a longer-term data-sharing framework.
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Chapter 2. Sharing Data
across Agencies and Jurisdictions
Even sophisticated jurisdictions with internal data warehouses in place will frequently need to
undertake extensive data collection and management efforts when developing cross-silo data analyses.
Because the data required for analysis will often be held by multiple agencies and jurisdictions, analysts
developing these projects will need strategies for reaching out to partners, identifying valuable data
sources, and developing management systems to effectively use the data they acquire. This process is
equal parts data expertise and diplomacy: analysts must understand their partners’ needs and
requirements for data access and have the expertise to effectively integrate different sources of data.
This chapter begins by exploring how to lay the groundwork for cross-silo projects by determining
research questions, identifying the right data sources, selecting partners that can provide access to
those sources, and managing those relationships. It then discusses how to organize and structure these
data with an emphasis on managing different levels of geographic analysis and addressing differences in
data definitions. Finally, the chapter draws on Urban’s experience directly collecting and integrating
multijurisdictional data from across the Washington, DC, metropolitan area and offers actionable
strategies for government analysts and policy researchers interested in undertaking cross-silo research.

Developing a Research Framework
At the core of a successful cross-silo project is a framework that lays out the key principles that will help
form specific research questions and subsequent project execution. This framework is typically shaped
by a combination of theoretical insights and practical problems facing the participating jurisdictions.

Theory-Based Framework
A theory-driven approach to cross-silo projects seeks to answer questions that explain and link
concepts such as the underlying factors driving social cohesion or juvenile violence. A theory-based
framework focuses a project on understanding the extent to which these links either support or refute
existing theories within the larger context of criminological research. These theories are frequently
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capable of informing practical public safety efforts, but their first-order objective is to explore
relationships between concepts.
Metropolitan Crime Mapping, for example, drew heavily on the theory of “the criminality of place,”
which suggests that certain small areas (“places”) have characteristics that make criminal activity more
likely (Brantingham and Brantingham 1995). Generally, such places fall into one of three categories:
crime generators, crime attractors, and crime enablers. Crime generators are places that attract large
numbers of people, such as shopping malls, transit stations, and sporting events. The density of people
presents those contemplating a criminal act with ample opportunities for crime, thus making offending
more likely. Crime attractors, such as bars or nightclubs, draw people motivated to commit crimes
because they are known to present good opportunities to do so. Crime enablers afford criminal
opportunities because of their lack of regulation or enforcement of rules (Brantingham and
Brantingham 1995).24 For the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project, the decision to explore the
relationship between crime and metro stations was based partly on the idea that metro stations can
serve any of these three roles. Metropolitan Crime Mapping focused on spatial relationships between
crime and other data sources, and the theory of criminality of place heavily influenced the decision to
combine data that showed, for example, the relationship between crime and businesses or the trends in
bike thefts at transit stations. This theoretical framework also informed the decision to explore whether
metro stations change from crime generators to attractors based on time of day.
Theory-based frameworks are essential to advancing the larger study of criminology and frequently
offer valuable insights to frontline agencies charged with addressing particular public safety problems.
Theory-based ventures may offer high-level insights into what should be done to address a problem, but
they frequently do not provide specific, actionable strategies for agencies seeking to remedy a particular
issue. For this reason, researchers employing primarily theory-based frameworks should take care to
consider how their findings might inform the challenges facing the agencies contributing data to their
work and use the insights they garner to inform policies and practices.

Problem-Based Framework
A problem-based research framework is developed to assess specific problems in a jurisdiction or to
develop actionable strategies to address identified problems. A problem-based framework may be
informed by theoretical considerations, but its motivating impulse is to develop policy-relevant
solutions. Though some organizations’ data frameworks will likely be problem based as a matter of
course, there are also advantages to actively considering a problem-based framework. A problem-based
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framework strongly encourages—and frequently requires—the engagement of agencies charged with
actually addressing the problem. Because problem-based frameworks require this engagement and may
offer solutions to current challenges, they can help engender buy-in and participation from data
providers.
Problem-based frameworks focus on identifying and addressing concrete challenges, but analysts
should remain alert to opportunities to explore larger theoretical questions. Connecting jurisdictionspecific solutions to broader contexts allows insights from a specific project to inform larger discussions
about criminological theory and policy. These connections can in turn encourage the diffusion of best
practices and encourage the development and refinement of theories that will enhance jurisdictions’
ability to execute effective policy.

Integrated Frameworks
Cross-silo projects are often guided by a framework that responds to or investigates a problem but does
so using a theory-based framework. Using theory to guide a project can inform how researchers identify
problems and assess solutions, resulting in more efficient and valid analyses that can be connected to
the broader literature to advance the field. Research frameworks that steer the project toward
actionable insights will also encourage organizational buy-in among data partners, advance the field’s
knowledge of best practices, and support effective execution of policy.
While developing the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project, researchers identified several interest
areas (e.g., crime and economic development, crime and transportation, community supervision and
recidivism, gunfire detection technology and mapping, and cross-jurisdictional data sharing for
predictive crime mapping) that, based on criminological theory and prior conversations with agency
partners in Washington, DC, would likely benefit from cross-silo research. Researchers reached out to
these partners to identify the questions and challenges the project should address. The resulting
research questions fell somewhere along the spectrum between theory driven and problem driven. Two
examples are described below to illustrate different ways theory and practice might interact to develop
a larger framework for research as a whole and for research questions.
CRIME AND TRANSPORTATION
Research questions exploring crime and transportation were developed through an exchange of theory
identified by researchers and problems identified by the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA). Researchers initially focused on crime at transit stations, a decision rooted in the
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theory that transit stations are frequently hot spots of crime (Tilley et al. 2004) because of an
abundance of suitable targets and unique criminal opportunities. Researchers also planned to hone in
on rates of “iCrime,” a recent form of pickpocketing or theft of personal electronic devices (e.g.,
smartphones or tablets) that scholars theorize stems partly from rapid growth in smartphone
ownership, the high value of phones, and the increasing social importance placed on connectivity
facilitated by such devices (Farrell 2015; Hanna, Rohm, and Crittenden 2011; Roman and Chalfin 2007).
Such devices, in addition to being both valuable and ubiquitous, are typically small, portable, and easy to
steal in an environment where many people pass through constantly and often come into physical
contact during particularly busy times of day—an ideal place to both encounter victims and quickly
depart from the scene.
However, after discussions with and preliminary data from WMATA, Urban researchers switched
track. Though iPhone thefts were certainly an issue at Washington, DC, transit stations, a more pressing
question centered around an increase in bicycle thefts at transit stations during the early stages of the
project. Thus, despite theory raising iCrime as an issue of concern, the Metropolitan Crime Mapping
project ultimately explored and responded to the identified needs and relative lack of knowledge
around local bike theft.
GUNFIRE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY AND MAPPING
Another example of theory and identified problems interacting to shape research is the decision to
investigate the implications of gunfire detection technology (GDT). Implemented in Washington, DC,
beginning in 2008–09, ShotSpotter gunfire detection technology is a relatively new source of data that
researchers and practitioners are still seeking to understand. For researchers, GDT is a compelling area
of study because of its practical implications, including a faster and more consistent response to gunfire
incidents, better situational awareness, a reliable source of evidence, and a useful data source for
predictive crime mapping, and because of the potential value GDT might add to existing types of gunfire
data (Aguilar 2013; Choi, Librett, and Collins 2014).
Criminology has long been concerned with the idea of a “dark figure of crime”: the great volume of
criminal incidents not captured by statistics because of underreporting or other reasons (Coleman and
Moynihan 1996; Penney 2014). Gunfire detection technology, which relies on automatic sensors rather
than human reporting, could overcome many limitations of traditional crime statistics reporting, which
include underreporting by citizens, limited police capacity to detect or correctly identify the location of
gunfire, institutional influences affecting what numbers are recorded, and so on. (MacDonald 2002;
Myers 1980; Klinger and Bridges 1997; Skogan 1974). Of course, GDT has limitations, and a secondary
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benefit of studying GDT data is an understanding of these limitations and how to enhance the data’s
value for research and practice. Thus, the decision to delve into the implications of this technology as a
measure of gun violence and possible tool for predictive crime mapping was a product of mutual interest
in exploring new opportunities.

Organizing the Research Team
Once the framework is developed, project staff must assemble a team and determine who will oversee
the project. Whether the cross-silo effort is a one-time project or an ongoing venture, clear areas of
responsibility need to be assigned, particularly when specialized expertise is required to answer specific
research questions.
The team structure for Metropolitan Crime Mapping needed to provide adequate oversight and
expertise to advance each of the five interest areas while managing integration of data from law
enforcement, private sector, and transportation partners. Identifying clear lines of responsibility for
different project components was thus critical to effectively managing the project. For each research
question, a point person was selected based on their technical expertise and experience in the field. For
example, the lead researchers exploring crime and economic development had prior experience
analyzing the dynamics of neighborhood economic growth, and the lead researcher examining
community supervision and recidivism had extensive experience working with probation and parole
datasets. The team’s principal investigators took primary responsibility for maintaining and building
partner relationships in addition to providing overall supervisory oversight throughout the project. A
project manager worked under the principal investigators and was tasked with running day-to-day
operations and handling the array of administrative tasks endemic to a project involving the integration
of so many data sources.

Identifying Data Sources
Once research questions have been identified and research teams formed, analysts will need to identify
the right data sources to support their analyses. This requires balancing several considerations,
including data availability and quality, provider willingness to share data, the utility of the data, and the
effort needed to analyze data based on how they are formatted and organized. This section delves into
these considerations and discusses how to optimize project resources when selecting data sources.
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Develop Clear Data Collection Goals and Tailor Analytic Inquiries
Cross-silo analyses involve broad inquiries that could be informed by an almost infinite number of data
sources, so analysts need to focus their efforts. Without clear data collection goals, the team will
struggle to access and clean an ever-widening array of sources, leading to project delays. It is thus
essential early on to strategically identify a specific, discrete array of datasets to collect, ensure that
they can support the analysis, and concentrate efforts in this area. This process is particularly important
given the structure and volume of criminal justice data, which are distributed among many municipal,
county, state, and federal agencies; even collecting basic crime data for a county may involve contacting
multiple police agencies with varying levels of data sophistication.
For example, Urban researchers wanted to include crime data from Prince George’s County, which
shares a border with Washington, DC. The team assumed it would be viable to collect data from most
jurisdictions in the county, but this quickly proved to be an overwhelming task. In addition to the Prince
George’s County Police Department, which handles most crime in the county, 24 of the county’s 27
municipalities collect independent crime statistics.25 Collecting data from all of these municipalities
would have required substantial time and resources and returned minimal value for the project as only a
few areas of the county actually border Washington, DC, and would have been relevant to an
investigation of cross-border crime. Realizing this, the team reoriented and focused its data collection
efforts on departments in areas bordering Washington, DC, whose data would allow them to explore
cross-border crime trends without expending unnecessary effort or resources.

Remain Flexible to Adapt to New Opportunities
On the other hand, though committing to data sources is important for project efficiency, projects can
also benefit from maintaining a flexible outlook and a willingness to modify their plans if new data are
identified that improve on existing sources or provide a better way to answer the original research
questions. Data collection that is responsive to the overall objectives of the research questions and not
inflexibly committed to a set plan will help the team answer research questions in the most effective
manner possible. For example, new data sources may supplement or replace sources that prove
inadequate or inaccessible. To maximize the value of the identification process while minimizing data
collection time, researchers may begin with a list of data sources they can collect while leaving room for
new opportunities. Effectively managing the identification of data sources will also help researchers
conduct outreach to data partners more efficiently and ensure that they target the right people for
outreach and limit the time spent soliciting partners.
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Metropolitan Crime Mapping demonstrated the benefits of creating a data collection plan and
outlook that is flexible enough to be altered as needed. Urban researchers initially planned to assess the
relationship between crime, neighborhood change, and economic development using a combination of
housing data and socioeconomic markers, such as family income. During the project, the team
discovered a new data source: the National Establishment Time-Series (NETS) Database, which offered
business location and revenue data at the establishment level. The team adopted this new data source,
and its unprecedented degree of nuance allowed researchers to create incredibly detailed
neighborhood profiles and paint a more complete picture of the relationship between crime and
economic development, including previously unavailable temporal trends in business activity.
The decision to study gunfire detection technology’s impact on predictive crime mapping followed a
similar trajectory, as new data sources provided ways to answer research questions from a new angle.
The team originally focused on using land use and cross-jurisdictional data to assess whether these
sources of data could improve predictive crime mapping. Midway through the project, the team became
aware that GDT data for Washington, DC, were publicly available. An initial investigation suggested
that GDT data had immense potential to improve predictive mapping and could be readily integrated
into existing analyses. Given these advantages, researchers quickly decided to reorient their data
analysis plans to focus on the value of GDT as a tool for improving predictive mapping. This in turn
provided an opportunity to more effectively answer the original research questions.
Not every dataset is suitable for midcourse adoption. It is often difficult to assess whether a particular
data source will help answer the research questions until the team can explore its potential and its
limitations. Thus, pursuing new data sources can be a gamble given the amount of time needed to
negotiate data-sharing agreements, organize data transfer protocols, and assess the data received.
Analysts should attempt to assess the suitability of data through interviews, codebooks, or other avenues
before requesting data pulls. In the case of the NETS Database and GDT, several characteristics made
these data sources attractive options. First, the data were readily accessible, with information made
available early on through codebooks or data provider interviews that effectively summarized the
content. This dramatically increased the ease of identifying their value as datasets, though this is unlikely
to be the case for much of the data analysts will need to conduct cross-agency data analyses.

Minimize Challenges with Strong Communication and a Timeline
Adequate planning and strong communication with data partners can help minimize the challenges of
data identification. Research projects will frequently need to conduct multiple data extractions,
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particularly if the project is new and the team is exploring new data. Analysts will have to work closely
with data providers to refine the scope of their requests and obtain new datasets. Project timelines
should account for this iterative process and build in time for the team to review data pulls and return to
providers for clarification. At the same time, iterative requests should be kept to a minimum because of
the time required for each data pull and the demands they place on data providers.
Good communication can also limit redundant information requests by ensuring that both analysts
and data providers understand the potential and limitations of the data and how these characteristics
correspond to the research questions. Requesting data samples in advance of full data pulls can improve
efficiency by allowing analysts to vet the data and establish a clear scope of inquiry before making more
extensive data requests. Strong lines of communication with partners also allow data providers to
suggest more effective ways for the team to address its data needs and to reveal new opportunities
throughout the life of the project.

Soliciting Partners and Managing Relationships
Cross-silo research projects must establish, strengthen, and maintain relationships with the agencies
that own and oversee the data sources they will use. Sharing data, especially crime and public safety
data, requires a significant level of trust between partners that takes time to develop (Crank 2014;
Goldsmith 2005).26 But once established, this trust and communication helps promote project success
by improving the efficiency of data collection, strengthening project members’ ability to adjust strategy
during the project, enhancing responsivity to changing local circumstances, and increasing the
likelihood that research will be relevant to practitioner partners.
Agencies or researchers seeking to form data-sharing arrangements should look first to preexisting
partnerships for the data sources they might offer and for input on shaping research questions that are
responsive to practitioner needs. Leveraging such relationships also makes data collection more efficient
by minimizing the effort needed to reach a basic level of familiarity, trust, and agreement with partner
agencies. For this project, Urban researchers benefited from several strong preexisting relationships with
key agencies in the Washington, DC, area, including the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD), the
Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency, and the WMATA Metro Transit Police.
But for many data sources, agencies will need to establish new partnerships. Getting a foot in the
door can be one of the most difficult challenges teams will face and often requires a great deal of
persistence to overcome. Fortunately, a few strategies can help projects reach out to local partners
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holding potentially useful data. First, agencies or individual researchers should identify whether they
have any shared contacts (either personal or organizational) with the target agency. A project analyst or
team member might be in communication with someone at the target agency, or the project team as a
whole may have an established relationship with that agency. Where no such contacts exist, local
coordinating bodies can be a useful starting point for identifying the full range of local organizations and
potential partners and for initiating contact with member agencies.
After securing the attention of a potential partner, project staff should establish the value of the data
request and resulting analyses to the research inquiry and to the larger field of practice. Each partner
should have a clear idea of how their agency stands to benefit from the project so that they see the value
of putting in the necessary time and resources and of exposing themselves to the real or perceived risks
involved with sharing their data. Emphasizing the value of the project and soliciting agencies for their input
on research questions is critical to encouraging collaboration. This is particularly true when a request
comes from outside researchers, but it also applies to interagency communication, especially when
working with agencies with a cultural reticence toward sharing data. La Vigne and Wartell (2001) provide
a useful illustration of both the difficulties and importance of this process through their efforts to secure
initial buy-in for the Orange County Gang Incident Tracking System, a data-sharing system designed to
help map gang activity across jurisdictional lines. In this case, the specific nature of the problem the system
intended to address made buy-in particularly difficult to secure:
On one end of the spectrum, some of the chiefs with more serious gang problems did not want
the database created and the “truth” recorded because they were afraid it would affect tourism
and cast their city in a negative light. At the other end, cities with little or no gang problem were
not sure they wanted to expend the effort and resources on a system from which they would
receive little benefit. (La Vigne and Wartell 2001)

The research team overcame this challenge by asking each agency to identify their own pressing
research questions—in addition to the larger goals of the project—and asking what types of data would
be useful to them in their work.
For both preexisting and new relationships, key partners must be fully on board and should
understand the value data sharing adds to their organization. This will help strengthen buy-in and
promote the sustainability of the partnership by reducing the likelihood of a partner ending their
participation or declining to collaborate.27 Additionally, cultivating relationships with each data
provider will strengthen lines of communication that are essential to developing familiarity with the
unique characteristics of each data source. Understanding how each data source is formatted,
organized, labeled, and so on is essential to the integration and analysis that occur later. Finally,
strengthening partnerships and establishing mechanisms for ongoing collaboration (e.g., regular
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meetings, phone calls, or updates) can bolster information-sharing pipelines and open the door to more
informal communication, which can be used to explain a particular data problem during analysis or to
share analysis strategies (Markovic and Stone 2002; National Institute of Justice 2008). Above all, it is
essential to view relationships with other agencies as relationships and to not terminate or downgrade
communications once data have been received. A continuous feedback cycle with partner agencies will
ensure that data providers remain connected to research progress and goals, that partners have ample
opportunity to provide input, and that research continues to be responsive to practitioner needs.
Agencies must be assured that their data will be protected, particularly when working with law
enforcement data or data containing personal information. Researchers can allay some concerns about
data sharing by coming to the table prepared with a plan to protect data security and preserve each
agency’s ownership of their data. For Metropolitan Crime Mapping, Urban created a secure file transfer
protocol portal that allowed agencies to send data files over a secure connection. Internally, data were
stored in a secure, confidential server only accessible by project staff.
Partner engagement is critical, particularly when working with law enforcement agencies, and there
are several ways to ensure engagement is ongoing and interactive. First, the initiating researchers or
agency should become familiar with the primary point of contact at each agency and with the hierarchy
of people who ought to be involved in communications. For example, when working with a police
department, the chief will likely be copied on most communications even if the mechanics of data
sharing are primarily handled by a civilian analyst (as is often the case in larger departments) or sworn
officer. Second, it may be prudent to solidify relationships up front through a formal agreement or
memorandum of understanding to ensure that expectations, including what data will be shared, the
influence each agency will have over any final research products, and other key aspects of the
relationship, are mutually understood and agreed on. Accommodating certain partner requirements will
likely mean adjusting project timelines. For example, if a partner wishes to review any final research
products, then a reasonable amount of time must be allotted for that review. One of Urban’s key
strategies for managing relationships consistently was for a single senior researcher to take the lead on
engaging all partners.

Creating Data Management Structures
After securing access to data, the next step is to prepare for data collection and the cleaning, coding, and
organizing of data obtained from multiple agencies. This process can be particularly onerous given the
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likelihood that data from each agency will be formatted differently. On the agency’s end, data will
typically be prepared by an analyst or officer, who may do this work as part of their job but will more
often be taking on this responsibility in addition to their everyday duties. This task may be relatively
simple in agencies with well-organized databases and an infrastructure that supports quick data
downloads, as is often seen in major police departments. However, data collection will typically be more
complex and time consuming, as data may need to be initially compiled from different locations within a
single agency. Thus, it is important, particularly when requesting data as an external researcher, to be
cognizant of the burdens imposed by each data pull. Researchers should allow a reasonable amount of
time for data to be collected and recognize that agencies will likely be unable to clean their own data
because of resource constraints. In addition, a researcher with access to all relevant datasets is better
positioned than the agency itself to clean and reorganize data in a manner consistent with the project’s
integration and analysis plans. This may not be true, however, for ongoing data-sharing partnerships.
Given the intensive and time-consuming nature of cleaning data before integration, longer-term datasharing networks can operate more effectively by investing time up front to establish clear protocols for
data labelling, organization, and so on.
One of the most important elements of a data management plan is a data dictionary that explains
specific data labels and describes the contents, format, and structure of each dataset. A data dictionary
can also help define the bounds of the data to be included in analyses, such as the years and geographic
areas covered. For the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project, which focused primarily on geospatial data
integration through GIS mapping, it was particularly relevant to clarify the level of geography of each
dataset. For example, data on reported crimes and calls for police service were coded with either a
street address or x and y coordinates, providing slightly different but similarly specific points of
reference with which to map data. Given that researchers are very likely to encounter datasets that use
different geographic units of measure, a data dictionary that explains these differences can greatly
improve efficiency. Finally, a data dictionary is important for onboarding new staff to the project,
thereby preserving institutional memory and project sustainability, and for ensuring that all team
members maintain awareness about the data they have access to.
In many cases, datasets that are available only for higher levels of geography, such as census tracts,
are provided in this manner because of policy-related restrictions rather than availability. Agencies
often place restrictions on the use of their data, and each partner in a data-sharing arrangement should
become familiar with those restrictions. In some cases, restrictions may lead agencies to deny all
requests to share a certain type of data altogether or require that the data be stripped of several details
or potential identifiers. In other cases, agencies may release data at a certain level of specificity but
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require that any published research products protect confidentiality by reporting only aggregate
information or by excluding a specific dataset altogether. Agencies with strong institutional restrictions
on data use will likely need to routinely review the research to ensure that their data are used
appropriately and in a way that protects the privacy of their clients.
When developing a data dictionary, researchers or agencies collecting data should recognize that
data definitions often vary across agencies or jurisdictions and plan accordingly. Crime labels are a
notable example: when examining data from the Metropolitan Police Department and the Prince
George’s County Police Department, researchers discovered that MPD had several unique and nuanced
subcategories of larceny (e.g., larceny I and larceny II, theft of auto part I and theft of auto part II, bike
theft I and bike theft II, etc.). These designations were not used by other jurisdictions and thus required
additional understanding and analysis to integrate. MPD also had a subcategory of crime called
snatch/pickpocket, a somewhat unique label under the broader category of robbery. Researchers noted
that some jurisdictions may have different interpretations of the physical contact involved in a
snatch/pickpocket and whether it should be classified as robbery or larceny. Agencies and researchers
must understand that different police departments, supervision agencies, and so on do not always define
terms in the same way, and data definitions should be discussed with each partner to ensure compatibility.
On occasion, data will arrive in such poor condition that the cost of cleaning and preparing that
dataset will be extremely high. In these situations, the research team may need to assess whether the
value of the dataset merits the investment needed to clean it. Urban researchers encountered such a
challenge when one dataset was delivered as thousands of PDF files that could not be readily converted
or scraped to produce usable data. Harvesting information from these files and transferring it to a more
usable format would have required an immense amount of time-consuming labor or a software program
specifically designed to read and analyze PDF files. The team decided that the potential value of the
information did not justify the immense amount of time and effort required to extract the data or the
money needed to acquire the software; similar situations should be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Integrating Data
Collecting all the targeted data together in one place is a significant achievement and major step toward
data integration, but several steps remain before analysts can proceed with integrative analyses. Data
sources must be cleaned and made compatible with one another across a common mode of integration.
Two common methods employed by the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project were individual-level
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(case-based) integration and location-based integration. Regardless of what method a project uses, data
integration begins by navigating issues of compatibility.
Compatibility is a key prerequisite to data integration and can have different meanings for different
types of integration. For data integration that takes place through ad hoc, manual means, ensuring
compatibility is a matter of aligning definitions, units, and formatting so that different data sources can
be compared via a common unit or axis point, such as a geographic point or a single person. For data
integration that occurs through an automated, computer-based network, compatibility also
encompasses variations in programming language, back-end data system infrastructure, software used
to protect or store data, and so on.28 In both cases, the goal is to ensure that different data sources
“speak the same language” (in terms of definitions, units, etc.) so that integration has the potential to
reveal legitimately meaningful relationships.
For the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project, the team exploration of the relationships between
community supervision and recidivism used individual-level integration to merge data from case files
because the outcome in question, recidivism, was individually based. The unit of analysis was the person
on supervision, and the team needed a unique identifier for each client across all datasets to merge data.
This arduous process involved merging over 40 community supervision data tables with data on individual
supervisees. Some tables employed a common unique identifier to refer to each person, and these tables
were easy to link together. However, many tables did not use such reliable identifiers and instead had to
be matched to each person through complicated cross-referencing of multiple tables and charts.
In contrast, integrating information geographically—simply merging data based on a common
geographic reference, such as a census block—was relatively efficient in most cases. But some data
sources used disparate geographic units of analysis, and researchers needed to impute estimates from
the original data for them to align with the geographic unit of interest. The Urban team sought to isolate
relationships between economic development and crime by controlling for various neighborhood
factors. However, business establishment data were stored at the block group level from 2000–10;
most census data during this time were aggregated to the census tract level, a much larger geographic
unit. To provide an estimate suitable for use as a control, researchers used linear interpolation to
generate demographic estimates that corresponded to the smaller block group unit. This approach may
not be appropriate for a primary variable of interest. In another example, researchers wished to
integrate census data at the census tract level with another dataset that presented data by police
service area (PSA); the two geographic units differed in size and their borders did not align in any way
(see figure 1 below). This presented unique challenges. Unlike integrating, for example, state-level data
with county-level data, where county data can be aggregated up to provide state data, completely
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incompatible geographies cannot simply be combined. In this case, a more complex strategy was
needed: weighting the census block group data based on the proportion of shared area across PSAs and
census block groups (see appendix A, Spatial Data Integration).
FIGURE 1

Example of Mismatch between Census Tract and Police Service Area Boundaries

Note: Census block boundaries (black lines) are superimposed over police service areas (colored blocks). Integrating geographic
units presents situations where, for example, a police service area contains multiple whole and partial census blocks or where a
census block crosses multiple police service areas.

Perhaps most significantly, integrating data geographically demonstrated the immense value of GIS
not only as a visualization tool but as a highly effective platform for data integration. Most GIS software
can map x and y coordinates and addresses without additional labor on the part of the analyst, greatly
simplifying the cleaning and reformatting of data. In addition, the visual nature of GIS as a data
integration tool helps make the results of analyses more intuitive to researchers and practitioners.
Whereas a table of numbers is fundamentally abstract and requires a significant level of cognitive
processing to understand, the human mind can more quickly understand and make sense of visual
relationships, such as position, shape, size, distance, and so on (Few 2013). These visual relationships
show patterns that can then be analyzed quantitatively through rigorous statistical analysis and yield
meaningful insights in response to research questions.
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Lessons Learned
There is undoubtedly a great wealth of knowledge to be gained from integrating and analyzing crossagency data, and the results of such integration can highlight useful patterns and relationships between
crime and community dynamics. But there are also a number of lessons to learn from the process. This
chapter discusses the strategies essential to any data integration partnership: developing thoughtful
relationships with data providers and maintaining active communication. Researchers can benefit
greatly from a forward-thinking research plan that employs effective strategies such as developing
questions that are likely to benefit practitioners, creating a well-developed structure for managing data,
anticipating and mitigating data-related challenges, and maintaining clear communication pipelines with
partners to ask questions as they arise. Though this report describes a one-time data-sharing endeavor
led by researchers, it is worth noting that data integration will be most sustainable and useful if it is built
into the daily functions of the agencies collecting the data.
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Chapter 3. Analytic Approaches
to Integrated Data Exploration
Technological advances have made it easier and cheaper to collect, merge, manipulate, visualize, and
analyze data. As a result, a historic volume of data is available to end users through public and
commercial platforms. National and local datasets also include data at a much finer geographical
resolution, such as the neighborhood, block group, or address level. With the growing adoption of dataprocessing and sharing platforms by local government agencies and the increased communication and
partnership among agencies, a variety of end users can now make use of these data sources to
overcome organizational silos and collaboratively address issues in their jurisdictions. The analytic
approaches applicable to this larger and finer supply of data extend well beyond standard exploration
and mapping techniques.
This chapter explores an array of methods for analyzing interagency and cross-jurisdictional data at
many geographic levels. It begins with an overview of the purpose of these analytic tools, followed by a
description of key methodologies and tools that are broadly applicable for analysts in criminal justice
and public policy. The chapter provides a brief overview of how each method was used in the
Metropolitan Crime Mapping project and explains when it is most appropriate to use each method.

Background
The choice of analytic methods and approaches is guided primarily by the research inquiry. Given that
data needed to answer complex criminal justice questions are frequently distributed across multiple
agencies and geographies, the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project sought to explore the benefits and
challenges associated with data integration. In doing so, the project developed and answered a broad
range of research questions that required interagency and cross-jurisdictional data analysis. Research
staff employed two methods of analysis—exploratory and customized—each with a different set of uses.
Exploratory methods allow researchers to prepare, describe, and explore data to facilitate quick
explorative analyses and are some of the most commonly used methods among researchers and
practitioners. Customized methods allow researchers to tailor analytic parameters to address specific
questions or deal with confounding factors. Though less regularly used than exploratory methods, these
methods can save time and effort for researchers who frequently conduct a very specific type of
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analysis or who frequently work with different types and sources of data that require different analytic
approaches. Metropolitan Crime Mapping used both methods, sometimes alone and sometimes in
combination, to pursue its research inquiries. This approach allowed researchers to describe, classify,
explain, visualize, and predict crime patterns and trends in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area using
cross-jurisdictional and interagency data. The following section describes a key set of analytic
approaches and tools, lays out their characteristics, and recommends when to use them.

Statistical and Geospatial Analysis Designs and Methods
Cross-Sectional (One Point in Time) and Panel (Longitudinal) Designs
and Data Analysis
Cross-sectional studies are one of the most common research designs and are called “cross-sectional”
because information on the unit of analysis is collected at only one point in time. This design is ideal
when a researcher would like to describe the relationship between an outcome (e.g., local economic
health) and a factor (e.g., gunfire). Though useful for describing associations, this design is not well
suited for establishing a causal relationship between an outcome and a factor because observations
pertain to only one point in time and an order of events cannot be determined. However, cross-sectional
studies are ideal for describing the prevalence of a problem and quickly exploring the relationship
between various factors.
Panel data refers to information on the same units of analysis collected at multiple points in time.
Compared to cross-sectional models, panel designs provide more opportunity to explore the temporal
order of outcomes. Fixed-effects panel designs are particularly useful when some variables cannot be
included in the analysis and do not vary over time. Fixed-effects models allow researchers to control for
unobserved heterogeneity in statistical models when this heterogeneity is constant over time and is
known to correlate with independent variables, which may include the geography of an area or other
unobserved and static characteristics of the neighborhood.
Panel study designs are ideal for projects with sufficient data and resources to observe the
relationship between indicators over a time series and control for the time-invariant effects of
exogenous factors. However, data collection and processing are more costly and labor intensive than in
cross-sectional models.
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Cross-sectional ordinary least squares regression and fixed-effects panel models were used in the
Metropolitan Crime Mapping project to examine the impact of gunfire on the health of local businesses.
Though it is widely assumed that crime affects local economies, parsing out specific effects is difficult
because of the lack of neighborhood-level economic data. Metropolitan Crime Mapping sought to close
this gap with ordinary least squares models that explored the relationships between economic growth,
gunfire, and crime. The regression models drew on official crime data, data from GDT systems, and a
previously underutilized source of economic growth data at the microgeographic level: the NETS
Database.29 The joint utility of official crime data, ShotSpotter data, and NETS indicators allowed
researchers to explore the relationship between gun violence and business health at the establishment
and block level through cross-sectional and longitudinal models while ordinary least squares and fixedeffects panel models allowed them to control for confounding effects.

Negative Binomial Regression
Negative binomial regression (NBR) is an ideal tool for exploring the spatial influence of criminogenic
features when the outcome of interest exhibits a random but clumped distribution. As part of NBR,
analysts can use descriptive analysis tools such as the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and skewness test,
commonly found in statistical software packages, or a spatial autocorrelation test, commonly found in
GIS software packages, to observe patterns. In such analyses, NBR performs significantly better than
other regression models in fitting clustered observations.
These attributes made NBR appropriate for the analysis of bike thefts and violent crimes at
Washington Metropolitan Transit Authority stations. To model the criminogenic influence of transit
stations as transportation nodes and their place function within the broader neighborhood and city
context, NBR was performed using sources such as American Community Survey data, WMATA data,
Walkscore.com data, the NETS Database, and crime data from the WMATA Metro Transit Police. NBR
allowed the research team to use interagency and cross-jurisdictional data to explore station-,
neighborhood-, and city-based and time-variant characteristics that make certain transit stations prone
to attracting different crimes.

Geovisualization
Geovisualization is the process of visually depicting geographic information. It is a very common method of
analysis and provides a relatively inexpensive but powerful means of communicating complex spatial
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information in a simple format for a wider audience. These data visualizations can help to explore and make
inferences about potential spatial relationships, among other functions. For Metropolitan Crime Mapping’s
exploration of bike thefts and violent crime at transit stations, geovisualization was instrumental in
depicting the spatiotemporal crime patterns and trends at WMATA stations in the study area.

Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis
Regression models are generally appropriate for assessing continuous variables. However, multiple
logistic regression is a more robust method for modeling binary (yes/no) outcome variables, such as
whether a person has recidivated. With a logarithmic transformation of a binary outcome variable, logistic
regression allows analysts to model the nonlinear relationship between an outcome event and multiple
independent variables in a linear fashion. Logistic regression is best suited for research questions on the
relationship between different risk factors and the probability of a certain outcome event.
Logistic regression analysis allowed the Metropolitan Crime Mapping team to explore the relationship
between recidivism and individual mobility, a person’s housing situation at the beginning of their
supervision term, and the characteristics of their community. The evidence on the relationship between
residential mobility and recidivism is mixed, so the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project examined how
moving from one housing situation or neighborhood to another affected recidivism. Specifically, a series of
multivariate logistic regressions were conducted to estimate the impact of individual residential mobility,
housing type, and neighborhood characteristics on recidivism. Additionally, a subsample of analysis
allowed the research team to examine whether moving between different housing situations and the
resulting changes in community characteristics affected recidivism.

Geographically Weighted Regression
Brunsdon, Fotheringham, and Charlton (1996) developed geographically weighted regression (GWR) in
acknowledgment of Tobler’s (1970) first law of geography: “Everything is related to everything else, but
near things are more related than distant things.” This concept, known as spatial autocorrelation, led
researchers to recognize that traditional regression models cannot capture the relationships between
some variables and outcomes without acknowledging that nearby phenomenon are often highly
correlated. GWR addresses this problem by estimating regression coefficients at each geographic data
point. In traditional multiple regression models, regression coefficients for one variable are fixed over
the course of the study.
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GWR is essentially a traditional regression framework that takes into consideration local spatial
relationships. It is used in geospatial modeling to explore “spatial nonstationarity” (Thapa and Estoque
2012, 85). When diagnostic statistics, such as a Global Moran’s I, reveal high levels of spatial
autocorrelation, GWR can allow researchers to estimate the local parameters of relationships and not
just the global parameters (as with traditional multiple linear regression modeling). Thus, GWR
recognizes that nearby units of analysis tend to be more similar than units farther away and weights
each unit differently based on its location relative to a target unit. GWR is an ideal analysis tool for
exploring the nonstationary relationships between variables over a common geography.
The Metropolitan Crime Mapping project used GWR to explore the validity and reliability of gunfire
detection technology as a source of information about gun violence. Specifically, the team explored the
relationship between GDT activations, local patterns of reported crime data, and citizen calls. GWR
findings allowed researchers to assess how traditional measures of gun violence, such as reported
gunshots and gun assaults, related to gunshots detected through GDT systems. GWR also provided
localized estimates that allowed researchers to explore how the relationship between these variables
changed at different points across the city, which a broader tool would not have detected.

Risk Terrain Modeling
Risk terrain modeling (RTM) was developed by Caplan and Kennedy (2010) based on the understanding
that criminal outcomes are both event and context dependent. According to RTM, the interaction of
several criminogenic factors at the microgeographic level can be studied to reveal consistent patterns of
interactions that facilitate crime (Piza, Kennedy, and Caplan 2011). Computing the conditions that
underlie these patterns is a key component of RTM, which has the ability to weight the criminogenic
spatial influence of different factors.
Crimes occur in places where the presence of people motivated to commit crime intersects with
ready targets for criminal opportunity. Therefore, exploring crime opportunities and patterns in an area
requires considering the impact of those same opportunities and patterns in adjacent areas. These
influences can extend beyond the boundaries of a county, city, or state. Such a variety and volume of
data require geospatial analysis tools and processes like RTM that can be customized to process and
analyze data in the most efficient way.
The Risk Terrain Modeling Diagnostics (RTMDx) utility automates the steps of RTM:
operationalizing the spatial influence of risk map layers, selecting and validating the risk map layers with
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existing outcome data, weighting the risk map layers in relation to one another, and testing the
predictive validity of the resulting risk terrain model. The utility allowed Metropolitan Crime Mapping
researchers to select only the most appropriate risk factors for robberies and aggravated assaults, with
the optimally operationalized criminogenic spatial influences of these risk factors (see appendix B for
detailed steps). The end result is the “best” risk terrain model, created with a combination of powerful
statistical methods, namely cross-validation, a custom elastic net model of penalized Poisson regression,
and a custom bidirectional stepwise regression with Bayesian information criterion scores. Generally,
such an analysis requires substantial programming skills, but tools such as RTMDx allow analysts to
easily deploy sophisticated statistical methods to conduct crime risk prediction.

Markov Transition Matrix Modeling
To assess the impact of including Washington, DC, data and both MPD and Prince George’s County
Police Department data in crime forecasts, the Urban research team developed a Markov transition
matrix model that employed a multistage model that incorporates information iteratively, which
allowed the team to include data from different periods of time. This was particularly relevant for this
project because the crime and gunshot data included in the analysis were all collected over different
(but overlapping) time periods: crimes reported to the MPD between 2000 and 2013, activations of the
MPD’s GDT system from 2010 to 2013, and crimes reported to the Prince George’s County Police
Department from 2010 to 2013.

Conclusion
Public safety researchers and practitioners have made great progress collecting, integrating, and
analyzing data to learn about the relationship between crime and place. The Metropolitan Crime
Mapping project was essential to these efforts and provided several examples of important methods
and tools for projects looking to analyze data from different agencies and jurisdictions.
Though several statistical techniques can be used for cross-jurisdictional data analysis, the tools
highlighted by the Metropolitan Crime Mapping project may help analysts increase the quality and
effectiveness of their analyses without substantially increasing the resources required. Such tools may
also allow analysts to better integrate new data into their analyses: Metropolitan Crime Mapping used a
wide array of methods to integrate new neighborhood-level data sources, including the NETS Database,
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the American Community Survey, and ShotSpotter data, alongside traditional data sources. These
methods will continue to grow more effective, and it will be up to the developers of those methods and
the analysts who employ the tools to engage in partnerships that maximize the impact of new
developments in the field.
The increasing use of GPS-enabled devices could benefit efforts to collect and analyze granular, realtime data about communities, including data on crimes and disorder. Future study designs should consider
how such geographic information can be used to analyze crime patterns. Further, given the growing
number of data- and information-sharing initiatives, now might be an opportune time to invest in
customizable tools and utilities that make it easier for researchers to merge, analyze, share, and report on
an increasing volume of available cross-jurisdictional and interagency data. The future of integrated data
exploration will require partnerships between academics, researchers, and practitioners in which each
stakeholder effectively communicates the needs (e.g., data and infrastructure) and the developments (e.g.
new analytic methods) in one field with stakeholders from other fields.
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Chapter 4. The Future
of Interagency Data Integration
The main content of this blueprint thus far has been a detailed discussion of cross-silo data integration
and analysis, where researchers or agencies request data that are then shared physically or digitally
through active management. This form of data sharing is the most common among analysts and
researchers. But recent advances in information technology, as well as in the accessibility of and culture
surrounding data, could significantly reshape the landscape of data integration. Many of these
developments, from cloud-based file sharing (e.g., popular services such as Dropbox, Google Drive, and
OneDrive) to smartphone technology and all of its attendant applications, are now pervasive in daily
life. Most people today share personal information in large quantities, both intentionally (e.g., through
social media) and unintentionally (e.g., through consumer and other transactional data). But in the
context of policy-oriented cross-silo data integration, research and practice have remained relatively
static, particularly at the local and regional level. The technologies that facilitate data access and
dissemination in daily life among private citizens have yet to permeate interagency data integration
efforts in meaningful or widespread ways despite the advantages they may offer. At the same time,
digitizing existing information systems and data-sharing networks has the potential to make these
systems both easier to use and lower in cost in the long term.
The final chapter of this blueprint takes a prospective look at how to bridge this gap. It harnesses
the knowledge of experts to translate and synthesize what is technologically possible for local
interagency data sharing and integration in 2017 into language that is directly relevant to practitioners.
The chapter begins by describing recent changes in the role of interagency data work, including the
technologies and major events that have helped foster a shift toward greater data sharing and
integration. It then delves into key developments, such as cloud computing, data portals, smartphones,
and version control, with major implications for how data are shared and used between agencies and
jurisdictions. The latter part of the chapter focuses on changes in practice and culture, such as the open
data movement and easier access to expertise, that have created opportunities and momentum for
greater data sharing and integration. Finally, it concludes by noting the tension that agencies and
researchers will encounter around issues of privacy and civil rights and explores how to mitigate these
concerns by engaging the public as a partner in data integration efforts.
This chapter was informed by interviews with several IT and data experts who were asked to
provide their insights on what the future of data sharing might hold given the range of new technologies
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and tools available today. It shifts focus from researcher-driven data integration to discuss a more fully
integrated data-sharing network between agencies. This shift is deliberate, as data sharing will inform
practice most effectively if agencies collect and share data independently while researchers and
universities continue to provide valuable resources for development and analysis expertise. Only when
data integration becomes part of an agency’s routine operations will such a project be sustainable and
valuable across a wide array of criminal justice and social services.

The Shifting Role of Data Sharing
In the 21st century, major crises such as the September 11 terrorist attacks and Hurricane Katrina
floods led to a change in the role of data sharing, particularly its role in effective crisis response. Intense
scrutiny of government actions in the wake of these incidents highlighted gaps in information and
communication that several experts have asserted could have saved many lives—through prevention in
the former case and effective emergency response in the latter (Banipal 2006; Comfort and Kapucu
2006; Lee and Rao 2007; Popp et al. 2004). These disasters taught a hard lesson: that many of the
problems and solutions that arise in such crises are complex and cross sectoral and require the
cooperation of many agencies across multiple jurisdictions.
Of course, it is easy to speculate that data sharing would have prevented or improved a situation,
but such arguments remain just that—speculation. What is clear is that if data are to be useful in a crisis
situation—or even in response to more minor but time-sensitive problems—pipelines capable of rapidly
accessing data must be established. Policymakers and leaders simply do not have time in a crisis
situation to begin developing data-sharing partnerships. Thus, though the majority of this blueprint has
described a one-time, researcher-driven data integration effort, agencies would be best served to move
toward ongoing partnerships that allow them to acquire data rapidly through strong lines of
communication, interpersonal relationships and memorandums of understanding with other agencies,
or virtual networks that multiple users can use to securely access, enter, and analyze data through a
central portal. This is particularly relevant to law enforcement, which frequently must respond to
smaller-scale crises of crime and violence that still require rapid response. Maintaining a strong datasharing network also allows analysts to provide rapid, on-demand answers to decisionmakers’
questions, permitting them to create policy that is informed and best serves the public interest. More
frequent analysis of different sources of data may also lead agencies to identify emerging issues and
make midcourse corrections where necessary.
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Trends in the Technology of Data Sharing
Before discussing specific advances in technology that might affect interagency data integration in the
near future, it is helpful to paint a picture of what the future might look like.
Officer Ramirez is out on patrol when she receives a call about a disturbance in a nearby
neighborhood. Arriving at the given address, she finds a man in the midst of a mental health crisis. From
speaking to the man and a few neighbors standing nearby, she learns his name and quickly types it into an
application on her smartphone. Her query is run through several databases that scan information from
local police departments, social services agencies, hospital emergency rooms, and other sources. She
quickly receives a list of results and finds that the man has been associated with several similar incidents
and was referred previously to a local mental health care organization with dual diagnoses of severe
mental illness and substance dependency. Officer Ramirez calls the organization, which promptly
dispatches staff to the scene and helps her deescalate the situation. Officer Ramirez later uses the same
app to log key details of the situation for an incident report she will complete back at the department. As
she types, the information is transmitted back to the police department database in real time through a
secure wireless connection. Some of this information is immediately uploaded into the same local data hub
that Officer Ramirez was able to search for crisis response information moments before. Partner agencies
can access and update data simultaneously and track changes made by others. The hub’s welcome screen
offers easy ways for staff members to search information, access frequently used pages, and even run
basic analyses or visualize data through an interface without needing advanced statistical training. At the
same time, analysts with those skills can download data from the hub in a variety of formats that allow for
more advanced analyses.
The data system described above may seem futuristic, but the technology for every aspect of it
already exists. The challenge now is not inventing new technologies but identifying and adapting
existing ones, combining these tools into an infrastructure that facilitates data sharing while
maintaining data security. The following section will break down major advancements into key
technological components and outline the implications each has for data sharing.

Cloud Computing as a Launchpad for Data Sharing
One of the new technologies most critical to data sharing is the ability to store and exchange
information virtually in the cloud. Cloud computing is an internet-based form of computing that shares
resources (e.g., storage and information) among a pool of devices that can access these resources on
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demand. The cloud provides a vehicle by which criminal justice and other agencies might share and
store data through a central hub, accessible from virtually anywhere with internet access at any time, at
a very low cost. This mobility has enormous implications for on-the-ground staff of data-sharing
organizations. For example, the cloud could allow police officers on patrol to easily enter or access
information through a mobile device and similarly allow probation and parole officers to record key
information about people on supervision or situations in the field, minimizing paperwork and the
number of times they must return to a central office to report information. These gains in efficiency
have been estimated to yield between 25 and 50 percent in cost savings in computing operations at the
state level (West 2010).30
Despite growing awareness of the cost savings offered by cloud-based systems, concerns about
data security and privacy are a key barrier preventing adoption of cloud technology (Pearson and
Benameur 2010; Popović and Hocenski 2010). These concerns are stoked, one might plausibly assume,
by the frequent appearance of hacking and cybersecurity breaches in the media. 31 However, several
cloud-specific security solutions exist, and cloud storage systems are often more secure than
conventional hardware storage systems. Additionally, cloud storage protects key information from
hardware failures that risk destroying all information on a given device. The combined appeal of costeffectiveness and improved efficiency and security has led several federal agencies to begin using the
cloud to securely store and exchange information within their own agency and with other agencies.
FedRAMP, formally established in December 2011, is “a government-wide program that provides a
standardized approach to security assessment, authorization, and continuous monitoring for cloud
products and services” (FedRAMP 2014).32 FedRAMP’s array of physical, digital, and administrative data
safeguards provide a standard model for cloud-based data security that might be replicated to some
extent in other areas.33 Cloud storage has become increasingly popular among federal agencies but has yet
to be widely adopted by local and regional agencies, with some notable exceptions. For example, SF
OpenData is a cloud-based clearinghouse for data published by the city and county of San Francisco.34

Data Portals and Mashups
Data portals and mashups are other ways to bring data together and present it in a uniform, userfriendly, and usually interactive way. Both offer ways to aggregate data sources into a single interface,
but they differ slightly in the underlying technology and in how data are presented. Data portals
typically display different types of information side by side, each through its own “portlet,” so they are
comparable but separate (e.g., a data dashboard). A data portal can thus provide a useful interface
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through which multiple agencies can synthesize shared information. Several existing data portals may
provide a useful resource for agencies and researchers seeking to explore or integrate different data
sources. These data portals appear in a variety of contexts, from advocate-driven info hubs to data
dashboards. Some are interactive and allow users to conduct simple analyses with data from different
sources using a single tool (see the American FactFinder and the Google Public Data Explorer).
Mashups also aggregate data from multiple sources, but they differ from data portals in that they
integrate multiple data sources “from wherever they are stored and whatever format they are stored
in,” typically into a hybrid graphical display that addresses a particular need or question (e.g., integrating
data on available real estate directly onto a digital map) (Sanders 2014). Data portals and mashups are
sometimes compared to a salad bowl and a melting pot, respectively. Data portals, the salad bowl,
present data side by side. Mashups, the melting pot, blend the presentation.35 Both tools are
customizable and allow users to define what information they want to display. Creators of mashups
often make the interface even more interactive for other programmers by making the code behind the
original data source or mashup accessible through open application programming interfaces. To greatly
oversimplify a metaphor, this is similar to the packaging of a commercial food providing not only a list of
ingredients but also the (typically proprietary and protected) full details of how the product is made for
the benefit of culinary innovators who might combine that formula with another and improve on and
innovate around that recipe. Platform creators give up some of the exclusiveness of their creation by
making it easier to imitate, but they facilitate a great degree of innovation and gain critical feedback on
their own product. Open application programming interfaces can help accelerate and reduce the costs
of creating a mashup because they reduce up-front labor on the part of the developer, who can draw on
existing code instead of building a data integration tool from scratch (Floyd et al. 2007; Merrill et al.
2002; Sanders 2014).
Use of a data portal or mashup does not preclude use of the other system, and in some cases the two
systems may actually complement each other. For example, a mashup application may be used as a
widget in a data portal to visually integrate data in that portal. Drawing on Urban’s Metropolitan Crime
Mapping project, a specific illustration of what this might look like would be if all data sources from the
Washington, DC, transit authority, police department, community supervision agency, and so on were (1)
drawn together in a single portal, where they could be viewed side by side, that also (2) included a mashup
application that enabled users to easily integrate data over a map of Washington, DC.
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Big Data and the Internet of Things
Big data processing has made available several new data sources that could, in theory, be integrated with
local agency data to yield important insights into crime and public safety. Essentially, big data processing is
just that: computers processing or extracting useful information from extremely large datasets. In many
cases, this involves analyzing unstructured data or data that may contain important patterns but are not
organized in a standardized format, such as a spreadsheet, that is amenable to analysis. Examples of
unstructured data include books, video and audio recordings, social media feeds, and so on.
There are several ways that big data could be used to better understand local public safety
dynamics. One example is the storage and use of police body-worn camera footage. As more police
departments outfit their officers with body-worn cameras as a proactive and visible measure to
promote officer accountability, those officers are collecting a tremendous volume of data. It would be
enormously resource intensive—and virtually impossible—to systematically analyze this much footage
through traditional means (i.e., human analysts watching and manually coding or otherwise analyzing
video content). Video content analysis technologies can automatically analyze footage, but they remain
limited in what information they can detect, the quality of video required for effective analysis, and the
speed at which they perform analysis (Chen, Mao, and Liu 2014; Hampapur et al. 2009). Thus, limited
availability of suitable tools remains a major obstacle to analysis of body-worn camera footage despite the
potential of these relatively objective records of police-citizen interactions to help hold departments
accountable to their communities and communities accountable to their police departments. But big data
analysis methods are developing rapidly and could resolve this challenge in the near future.
Another potential source of data and data integration possibilities is the wide range of devices and
objects that connect to wireless networks and emit signals, sometimes called “the Internet of things.”
Cell phones and computers are obvious examples, but the concept more directly applies to ubiquitously
“wired” systems of objects brought online to achieve some purpose: trash cans that contact city services
or a central receiving computer system to alert you when they are full, buildings that improve energy
efficiency by knowing when the air conditioning is running while windows are open, and fire hydrants
that alert the city when they are broken. New York University’s Center for Urban Science and Progress
is behind one of the most extensive such efforts and has partnered with the city to launch the first
“quantified community” in a new Manhattan development called Hudson Yards. When completed, the
28-acre complex will include thousands of sensors that collect information on air quality, pedestrian
traffic, energy production and consumption, and other measures and return the information to secure
servers. This information can then be analyzed to help improve city services, with projected savings of
$20 billion by 2020.36
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The quantified city project is just one example of a larger move to create “smart cities” fueled in part
by a 2015 White House initiative that will invest over $160 million in research to address intersectional
city challenges related to crime, traffic congestion, local economy, climate change, and so on.37 A key
aspect of this initiative is collecting and sharing information among local agencies and universities through
a web of partnerships called the MetroLab Network.38 Though MetroLab itself does not focus on crime
and public safety, it is easy to envision a similar network that extends to detect maintenance issues, such
as broken streetlights, widely believed to influence crime and perceptions of public safety (Pain et al.
2006; Skogan 2012).
A different but more directly crime-related example of an automated, sensor-based data source is
gunfire detection technology. GDT systems such as ShotSpotter use a network of optical and acoustic
sensors to detect gunfire and transmit the incident data to a central processing center for rapid analysis
and response by police departments. Cell phones and other personal devices also generate data
automatically (e.g., on the volume of communication and geographic data such as preferred routes or
destinations) in addition to information deliberately sent by the owner.
However, government collection of this data has understandably been met with a considerable
amount of controversy and criticism from civil rights and privacy advocates, most notably in the case of
the National Security Agency’s surveillance of personal phone data. Several local police departments
have also been subject to criticism and lawsuits for accessing such information—without a warrant—
through “stingray” cell phone tracking devices. Automatically generated cell phone data are certainly
freely available, but agencies must weigh the tangible benefits gained from acquiring these data against
the considerable and legitimate public concern over the threat collecting these data poses to civil rights
and personal privacy.

Smartphones as Tools for Data Collection and Usage
In general, smartphones have positive potential as a means of collecting and accessing data. Smartphones
provide a vehicle by which practitioners on the move can both enter new information and retrieve stored
information that may inform actions in the field. Many cloud computing platforms, which provide the
necessary data storage space and infrastructure, also offer easy ways for clients to present data in a
mobile interface. Smartphones can also operate as data collection tools, as many smartphones now come
with a range of capabilities, from geolocation to cameras, that can enhance the detail and quality of data
entered into a shared data system. Patrol officers could, for example, use phones to mark the location of a
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crime, and people on probation or parole could use their phones to check in with their supervising officers
remotely, reducing the frequency of in-person visits where appropriate.
Mobile devices also offer an important opportunity for bidirectional communication with the public.
Law enforcement and other agencies can use social media or dedicated applications to inform citizens of
key updates, but smartphones are also a convenient and relatively anonymous way for citizens to
contact local agencies about concerns or issues (e.g., through a “tip line” app or text service). Many such
apps have been developed to enable citizens to exchange information with local government agencies
about local issues. For example, the BlueLight 911 app facilitates 911 calls through an app that lets
users share their precise location, picture, and medical condition to 911 dispatch agents.40 Other apps
allow citizens to report a wide variety of nonemergency issues, such as potholes and graffiti (Kingsley,
Coulton, and Pettit 2014).
When used as tools for community engagement, smartphones have implications for the accessibility
of information and the perceived accessibility of agencies themselves. Many users rely on smartphones
as their sole or only stable means of communication, often forgoing other devices such as landline
phones, desktop or laptop computers, and so on (Kingsley, Coulton, and Pettit 2014). The accessibility
of smartphones also makes them a compelling tool for both one-time survey efforts as well as ongoing
community-wide data collection on specific topics. For example, smartphones can be used to collect
data on citizen perceptions of policing at a lower cost than traditional surveys while reducing many of
the barriers that might prevent citizens from reporting negative perceptions of the police through
conventional means, such as a fear of being identified or the lack of time or willingness to go through a
formal complaint process. These data might include citizens’ direct observations of and interactions
with police as well as their overall sense of “police legitimacy.” Data gathered in this manner and
collected consistently over time could help give voice to people whose experiences might otherwise go
unheard, validate citizens’ perceptions as a legitimate measure of community policing success, and help
police departments assess whether they are improving on this measure.

Simultaneous Access and Version Control
Today, several platforms, ranging from databases to web-editable documents, allow multiple users to
access and edit data or information on a central hub simultaneously and from different locations
without waiting for space to free up. The futuristic scenario described earlier with Officer Ramirez
envisioned an automated, multiuser, interagency database that would allow staff at participating
agencies to access and update information anywhere at any time. This can have important implications
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for day-to-day work—for example, a case manager working with the person who was in mental health
crisis could enter case notes as Officer Ramirez enters her incident information simultaneously into the
same system. But a major challenge with simultaneous, multiuser access is that for the system to work
efficiently, different users must be able to tell what changes are made to the shared database, when, and
by whom. Without such a system, the case manager might not realize that Officer Ramirez has entered
new and pertinent information about a person they are working with, or Officer Ramirez might fail to
see a correction to previously incorrect information. Or both parties might enter redundant information
about the same person or situation. Traditionally, users needed to proactively communicate these
changes through e-mail, phone calls, and so on, which can be an unreasonable expectation of staff
members who might be overworked or in dynamic jobs that frequently require sudden shifts in activity
in response to emerging situations. Version control software addresses this problem by recording
changes as they are made and allowing users to recall previous versions of a shared product. The latest
version control tools, including popular systems such as Git, Subversion, and Mercurial, are designed to
track changes to specific lines of code in multiuser software source code projects, and similar principles
have been applied to other types of files as well.

Interoperability
Though technology affords new opportunities to improve the speed, efficiency, and timeliness of
interagency data sharing, it also introduces new challenges. This is particularly true when creating a
computer-based data-sharing system that directly integrates agency data sources across a shared
network. Many of these challenges relate to the concept of interoperability, or how well data from
different agencies are able to “speak to” and integrate with one another. On one level, this is a matter of
human protocol as much as technical compatibility in terms of replicability and ease of transfer (i.e.,
could someone new to your dataset look at it and understand the labelling and organization well enough
to draw useful information from it?). On another, perhaps more challenging level, interoperability is a
technical issue related to systems’ use of different programming languages and infrastructures. Similar
to how human languages have evolved in different contexts, many different programming languages
have been created in an effort to find the most efficient way to transmit clear instructions to a computer
in different contexts. But unlike most human languages, there are not necessarily physical territories in
which certain shared languages or organizational systems are used; agency A might have an office right
next to agency B but use a data system built on a completely different language. This presents a major
obstacle for local interagency and cross-jurisdictional data sharing, particularly because many state and
local agencies rely on legacy systems that were programmed in a simple, homegrown language or a
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language that is no longer widely used. Programs written in different languages have historically been
difficult to integrate, just as it would be difficult to share information with someone who does not speak
the same language as you without undergoing the painstaking process of learning and translating the
original information into their language. In both cases, a third-party translator is key. For data-sharing
networks, this role is played by data mediation or transformation tools, which convert source data into a
predetermined destination format. A shared database that retrieves data directly from their original
source can be built to include such a mediation tool so that source data can be displayed in a common
format and attempts to search or retrieve information from that source by another agency can be
translated into language matching that of the original system. Without a data transformation tool that
can convert data from their original source format, data may be shared as they are (perhaps through a
data portal that displays different data sources separately) but are unlikely to be usable by other
agencies and cannot be directly integrated or combined into a single display. Transformation also allows
partners in a data-sharing network to share and retrieve information without needing to know the ins
and outs of each database.
There are many slow and painstaking ways to make data interoperable, and some past efforts to
digitize interagency data sharing have asked partners to enter information twice: first into an internal
database and then, using a different set of organizational protocols, into the shared database. However,
investing time and resources up front to develop a strong data-sharing infrastructure can (1) greatly
reduce the time and effort required in the long term and (2) result in a tool that is more user-friendly
and more likely to be used by practitioners. Much of this infrastructure development is highly technical
work that will require the expertise of programmers who specialize in developing such databases. This
presents significant challenges to agencies with tight budget constraints and competing priorities. But
data-sharing infrastructures also include a broad array of human elements, from culture to policy,
whose dynamics have critical implications for how data are shared.

Trends in the Culture and Practice of Data Sharing
At the crux of many recent changes in data-sharing technology and culture is the idea of open data.
Open Knowledge International defines open data as “data that can be freely used, re-used and
redistributed by anyone.”41 Because of the immense amount of data collected by governments, the open
data movement has been accompanied by a push for open government, both because of the immense
amount of data collected by governments and for more philosophical reasons, including the idea
described by Kinsley, Coulton, and Pettit (2014) that “technology can improve the transparency of
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processes and information so that citizens can hold governments accountable.” Other arguments for
open government include the idea that government data are a public good that should be available to
taxpayers, that the data can bring value to society through research, and that open government would
encourage citizen engagement in governmental decisionmaking. In both public and private contexts,
open data can serve as a mechanism for accountability and quality control by opening data up to greater
public review of the content and of the data themselves. But this scrutiny also makes many agencies
apprehensive about releasing data because of the potential public response or because of how the data
might be used.
In the context of law enforcement and public safety, many agencies may feel that open data is
antithetical to security and that greater public access to data will inevitably compromise information
that should remain closely guarded. However, two misconceptions must be challenged here. First, open
data is often only thought of as public release of information, but there is also immense value in making
data more open internally, for example, by giving patrol officers greater access to databases normally
accessed mostly by analysts. This can enhance internal accountability and provide a means of checking
data accuracy for those most likely to detect errors. Second, open data does not necessarily involve
opening all data. Data containing personal identifying information are and should remain confidential,
but releasing aggregate data and patterns can help encourage transparency, enhance understanding of
local crime and risk, and promote public engagement in public safety work.

The Value of Democratizing Data
In addition to its role in promoting accountability and transparency and improving relationships with
the public, open data can also invite public participation in crime prevention and provide some checks
on data inconsistencies or errors. Another key benefit of open data is its impact on research. On one
hand, researchers can access much more data as it becomes publicly available, which through analysis
they might transform into new and useful findings. This can help contribute to the cross-germination of
ideas and lead to useful innovations. On the other hand, when researchers share their own data and
research processes in the form of journal articles or other publications, it holds data providers more
accountable for the accuracy and quality of data by expanding the number of users and inviting input
and inquiries around data definitions, quality, accuracy, and so on. In many cases, this may lead
researchers to refine their own understanding of previous findings or open up new lines of inquiry.
Principles of open information also play a beneficial role in web and software development in the form
of open-source code, which promotes universal access to a product’s code to encourage future
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improvements, adaptations, and innovations. The availability of source code on the Internet allows
many developers to draw heavily on existing code when creating a new program rather than building it
entirely from scratch.
One particularly compelling benefit of open data is that it allows jurisdictions to crowdsource
analyses and invite a broader range of people to examine and analyze data. Though far from replacing
the need for in-house data analysis, crowdsourcing presents a unique opportunity for jurisdictions to
maximize their limited resources while inviting deeper—and free—data analyses that might highlight
patterns or connections that would have gone undiscovered. Take, for example, the work of blogger Ben
Wellington, whose blog, I Quant NY, regularly combs New York City data to identify unexpected
patterns and relationships. In a popular post, Wellington examined parking ticket data around fire
hydrants and noticed that one particular hydrant had generated $33,000 in parking tickets in one year.
Curious, Wellington visited the hydrant and realized that there was a very wide bike lane between the
hydrant and the parking lane, which made it less of an obvious parking deterrent and presumably misled
drivers to believe that they were parked sufficiently far from the hydrant. The city subsequently
remarked the area to make it clear that parking is not allowed.42 Outside of the generosity (or boredom) of
bloggers, cities can also take a more proactive approach to accessing needed expertise through directed
crowdsourcing. Possible strategies include posing questions to the public online or through a social media
campaign, holding a competition or hackathon to promote focused analysis on a specific topic area, or
contacting data analysis nonprofit organizations such as DataKind, Black Girls Code, Girls Who Code, or
Code for America to co-identify data-related problems and areas for analysis.

Challenges of Open Data
As shifting cultural preferences and increasingly widespread Internet access make public a great deal of
previously unpublished information, the open data movement is also exposing data providers and
consumers to new challenges. Regularly cleaning and publishing data can be costly and time intensive,
particularly for agencies that collect large volumes of data. In the case of government-provided data
related to safety and security, there is an ongoing debate about what information should be open in the
name of transparency and what must remain private to protect security, confidentiality, or sensitive
intelligence. Other challenges previously mentioned include concerns over increased public scrutiny
and the possibility that data will be used in unanticipated and potentially harmful ways.
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Open data presents very different challenges for data consumers. An immense amount of data is
available today through the Internet, but barriers related to accessibility, data quality, cost, and the
volume of data itself reduce the utility of these data to the average citizen.
Accessibility, in the context of data sharing, tends to be narrowly defined, with “access” viewed as a
matter of Internet access or, in the case of internal data, appropriate security permissions. This type of
functional access to data is, of course, a prerequisite for computer-based data sharing and an area that
continues to see disparity in terms of a “digital divide.” Explaining this divide, Zickuhr and Smith (2012)
cite a 2011 survey conducted by The Pew Charitable Trusts that examined Internet access across racial
groups and found that about 70 percent of black respondents and 68 percent of Latino respondents
reported using the Internet, compared with 80 percent of whites. But meaningful access to data is more
complex than simply being able to see the data; access is also a function of the user’s ability to
understand and interpret this data. This draws attention to the larger issue of data literacy: even those
who can access and use the Internet in some capacity often do not know how to make significant use of
these data. Data illiteracy is an issue not only for data consumers but for staff of agencies that provide
data, particularly when these agencies seek to increase data accessibility internally. Making data
available to staff who are not trained analysts has its benefits, but they are unlikely to be realized if
those staff do not understand how data are collected, organized, analyzed, and so on. Similar challenges
arise when sharing data between agencies.
But in many cases, data can be made more accessible by presenting them in a way that does not
require highly specialized knowledge to understand. One way to achieve this is by using data labels.
Currently, open data portals often upload data with original variable names that are difficult to
interpret or altogether unintelligible for some prospective users and may even consist of abbreviated
codes for some concepts (e.g., “bike theft at metro stop X” may be given the short variable name
“bt_metrox”). This may save time at the analysis end, but it makes that data extremely confusing to an
outsider. That user could consult a data dictionary to help interpret this variable, but doing so would
require extra effort they may not be willing to put forth. Thus, intuitive and simple data labels, typically
referred to in the field as metadata, are a relatively easy way for data providers to make their data more
comprehensible to the reader.
Data labelling scratches the surface of a second issue related to open data: data quality. Nearly all
data are flawed in some way, but there are measures that can help ensure that the data agencies record
in their databases come as close as possible to representing the reality they intend to capture. Training
staff on how to properly collect and enter data can clarify expectations and ensure consistency within
an agency. Because many local government agencies task virtually all staff with some role in developing
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or entering data, training should address staff in a variety of roles and may involve developing agency
standards for certain issues, such as how much and what type of information should a probation officer
enter into a person’s case plan? How much detail should be included in notes about a police call for
service? How should a case manager keep track of referrals to service providers? Should they also track
how frequently a client attends services or treatment? Data standards also come into play when
integrating data across agencies or jurisdictions, particularly when the intent is to create a system over
a shared computer network that retrieves data directly from sources. Creating a common set of data
definitions, formatting protocols, and organizational guidelines can smooth data integration and greatly
reduce confusion, redundancy, and gaps between datasets. Where data security is a concern, standards
can also ensure that data partners are uniformly aware of security measures and are taking sufficient
precaution to protect the information.
Even in an admittedly ambitious ideal scenario where staff members are well trained and fully
understand agency and partnership guidelines, data are managed by humans, and humans make
mistakes. Routine data checks can help ensure that information is as accurate as possible and entered
properly. A check might be as simple as regular “ground truthing”: making a common sense comparison
of the conditions portrayed by data with the observable reality on the ground (Cytron 2014). It can also
be a more intensive process using analytic software that automatically checks for inconsistencies or
multiple staff reviews of the same dataset. Staff members should always be aware that data are not
neutral, and assumptions go into what is collected and how.

Access to Expertise
Thus far, this chapter has discussed a range of technological and cultural developments that can make
data sharing faster, more efficient, more useful, and more accessible. Further, these technologies can
serve as a platform for conducting informative data integration analyses quickly and on a routine basis.
But as data sharing becomes a more high-tech enterprise, it creates a stronger need for appropriately
trained staff. Expertise is expensive and no small investment for many departments; however, without
this investment, many of the more advanced methods of data sharing will remain out of reach. Agencies
have several options when deciding how to staff up in support of data sharing and integration, and our
discussions with IT experts highlighted a few possibilities.
According to Urban Institute data scientist Alex Engler, creating a successful system for sharing data
even semiregularly requires, at a minimum, a chief data officer.43 The chief data officer sits at the center of
a data-sharing network and ensures that it runs efficiently; his or her job is to work with stakeholder
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agencies and build data pipelines so that information flows easily and in a timely manner. Urban senior
fellow and data visualization specialist Jonathan Schwabish offers a slightly different model, which he
calls “dataflow,” that says data can most effectively inform practice when an agency (1) assembles a
team of data analysts, (2) embeds this team near the decisionmakers, (3) works to change its culture,
and (4) starts with modest, achievable successes that reaffirm the value of data and build confidence in
the use of new technologies.44 Schwabish adds that building a team of data analysts gives them a greater
presence in the agency, facilitates collaboration, and allows agencies to hire people with specialized skills,
such as a statistician who can do complex analyses, a programmer or IT expert who understands the
structure of the data-sharing system, and design or data visualization experts who can present the
analyses in a way that is understandable and useful to the larger agency. (See also Patil and Mason 2015.)

Changing the Culture around Data Sharing
One of the greatest and most important challenges to data sharing is agency culture. Data sharing
advocates must find tangible ways to illustrate the value of data sharing to staff in every agency and at
every level, emphasizing the myriad ways that data can improve performance as well as the costs of not
using data. Recent federal efforts to promote data sharing have helped bring this concept into the
mainstream, and President Obama’s Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government and the
establishment of Data.gov sought to model this work at the national level.45 At the local level, having a
data champion, someone who believes in and will advocate for the value of data sharing, can be the key to
making interagency data sharing a reality. Data visualization, storytelling, and marketing can also help
translate abstract data into pictures, maps, and other compelling—and comprehensible—visuals.

Conclusion
Data integration has great potential to support crime and safety work given the constant development
of advanced technological tools and the growing cultural momentum to embed data more thoroughly
into the daily work of public agencies. Data integration allows jurisdictions to examine relationships
between constantly changing neighborhood dynamics and crime, and the field is well on its way to
creating models that predict crime more accurately and adaptively than ever before. This type of
predictive public safety work opens new opportunities for agencies to act proactively and intelligently
to prevent crime using strategies that anticipate crime displacement and incorporate a growing
understanding of potential root causes. Strategic partnerships with agencies outside the field of
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criminal justice will allow police to respond more holistically to incidents by drawing on information
from social services and health agencies, among others. For example, a police officer responding to a call
for service could learn in real time whether members of the household have had interactions with social
services agencies that might indicate a reason to proceed with special care or attention, such as the
presence of a child or person with a disability.
However, cautions surrounding data integration remain. Concerns over privacy and the protection
of civil rights will continue to be a major issue for data collection and use. When it comes to personal
data, there is a deeply embedded and well-founded concern over data security, and agencies entering
data-sharing partnerships must take great care to develop firewalls and data access protocols to protect
against breaches. At the same time, local agencies can reduce tensions by engaging the public as a
partner in data collection and integration. Agencies can make data and analyses more available for
public use and develop pathways by which members of the public can directly contribute their
information and analysis.
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Appendix A. Spatial Data Integration
If data exists on different geographic levels, it would be difficult to make comparisons without some sort
of standardization or adjustment. For nonstandard census geographic areas (e.g., a police service area, a
radius around subway stations) in particular, it would be challenging to make meaningful interpretations
of the data. There are analytic approaches to addressing this issue. One such method relies on areal
summation to estimate variables of interest (e.g., demographic and socioeconomic statistics) using the
same geographic unit. This appendix describes the mechanics of this methodology and its performance
in different test settings.

Problem
When point data (e.g., the location of an arrest) are available, one can aggregate the data up to any level of
geography required for analysis. But if data are only available at the areal unit level (e.g., census blocks,
police beats), aggregation is more complicated. For example, one may be interested in census demographic
information for a police service area (PSA) that may not follow the boundaries of standard census
geography. Analysts are sometimes interested in understanding the demographic profile of a select
geographical area around a point of interest (e.g., the number of low-income households within a half mile
of a subway station) that intersects multiple census-level polygons. In such instances, analysts need to
estimate variables of interest because they are not directly available at the desired level of geography.

Methodology
Figure A.1 shows an example where the boundaries of a PSA do not follow census geography. This
incompatibility prohibits analysts from simply aggregating census blocks or block groups to the PSA level.
The Metropolitan Crime Mapping project thus developed a method for estimating key measures at the
PSA level (and other levels of geography required for analysis) by weighting the census block group–level
data. The weighting was based on the proportion of areas shared by two geographic layers and follows
these steps:
1.

Assign Census 2010 block-level centroids to layers A and B.46

2.

Assign population levels to each shape in layers A and B according to the location of each block
centroid.
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3.

Merge layers A and B.

4.

Assign population levels to each intersected feature created by overlaying layers A and B
according to the location of each block centroid. Calculate the proportion of the population of
each layer A shape that is contained in each layer B shape.

5.

Calculate the proportion of the population of each layer B shape that is made up of each layer A
shape.

6.

Weight each variable in layer A by the appropriate weight calculated in steps 4 and 5.

7.

Aggregate estimates calculated in step 6 for each shape in layer B.

These steps can be applied to a buffered feature, such as a half-mile radius around metro stops. This
method can also be used to resolve any discrepancies in geographic boundaries. For example, figures
A.2 and A.3 illustrate how the boundaries of the 2000 and 2010 censuses changed. There are several
types of boundary changes: (1) reassigned block group IDs without boundary change, (2) a block group
in 2000 split into multiple block groups in 2010, (3) multiple block groups in 2000 merged into a single
block group in 2010, and (4) segments of multiple block groups in 2000 collapsed into one or more block
groups in 2010.
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FIGURE A.1

Boundary Incompatibility
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Source: Urban Institute analysis.
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FIGURE A.2

Census Boundary Change from 2000 to 2010 at the Block Group Level
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Source: Urban Institute analysis.
Note: The Census Bureau provides a crosswalk file to resolve incompatibilities between 2000 and 2010 census boundaries.
However, the crosswalk file is only available at the census block and tract levels. Given how much these boundaries changed,
manipulating the block-level crosswalk to create a crosswalk analogue for block groups is not a straightforward process.
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FIGURE A.3

Intersection of Census Boundary Changes from 2000 to 2010
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Source: Urban Institute analysis.

Performance
Because weights are derived from populations, this method would work best if the unit of interest (e.g.,
people, household income, and crimes) was equally distributed according to the weighting unit (e.g.,
population, area, and households), which rarely is the case for spatial data. The performance of this
method was tested to assess how reliably it can approximate data in practice.
This test used point data of crime incidents, which were aggregated to two areal units—census
block groups and police service areas—so the actual number of crimes that occurred in each area were
known. The test involved estimating the number of crimes per PSA using the block group-level data and
vice versa; examining the correlation between the estimated number of crimes and the actual number
of crimes; and visualizing the deviation, measured by (actual value - estimated value), which
demonstrates how sensitive this method is to particular geographic areas.
Our test demonstrated that using smaller geographic areas to estimate data for larger areas (i.e.,
“small to large”) is less prone to error than the reverse method (i.e., “large to small”). Table A.1 shows
that using police service areas to estimate the number of crimes in block groups leads to a higher
average squared deviation (1.38) than the small-to-large method (0.02). It also shows that the
correlation between the actual number of crimes in each block group and the estimated number of
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crimes in each block group derived from police service areas (r=0.54) is lower than the correlation of
actual and estimated crimes in police service areas (r=0.98). The latter correlation indicates that police
service area data were almost perfectly estimated from block group data.
TABLE A.1

Testing Error in Areal Summation

Sample size

(Actual Value - Estimated Value)2
Standard
Mean
deviation
Minimum

Large to small
PSA to CBG

448

1.38

6.51

Small to large
CBG to PSA

46

0.02

0.09

Maximum

Correlation

0.00

87.05

0.54

0.00

0.64

0.98

Notes: CBG = census block group; PSA = police service area.

These results are also shown in figures A.4 and A.5 below. Figure A.4 maps the error in the
estimated number of crimes in police service areas based on block group counts. Figure A.5 displays the
error for the estimated number of crimes in block groups based on police service area counts. Once
again, using a larger area to estimate data for a smaller area leads to greater error. The largest error in
Figure A.5 (80 percent) was observed in a large police service area with low crime (four incidents). All
other errors for the small-to-large calculation were less than 27 percent. The maps also suggest that
error from this estimation method is not spatially concentrated. In other words, there is no conspicuous
clustering of positive or negative errors or the edge effect (i.e., greater error in the units bordering
Washington, DC, compared to units near the city center).
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FIGURE A.4

Crime Estimates for Police Service Areas Based on Block Group Counts

Source: Urban Institute analysis.
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FIGURE A.5

Crime Estimates for Block Groups Based on Police Service Area Counts

Source: Urban Institute analysis.
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Appendix B. Detailed Risk Terrain
Model Steps
The risk terrain models in this project were developed with the RTMDx utility using the following steps:
1.

The point shapefile of the dependent variable and the boundary polygon shapefile of the study
extent were entered into the RTMDx utility.

2.

Model risk factors with varying spatial influences were created from the input land use and other
crime features. All geographic calculations were completed within the study extent using raster
cells of fixed size. These risk factors measured whether the raster cells in the study extent were
within a threshold distance of the feature or in an area of high density of the feature.

3.

For the calculations in step 2, raster cells that fall within the threshold proximity were
represented as 1 (highest risk) and the cells outside this proximity were represented as 0 (nothighest risk). Density variables were also reclassified into highest density and not-highest
density regions. Highest density regions were regions with a density more than two standard
deviations above mean density. These regions were represented as 1, whereas regions with a
lower density were classified as not-highest density regions and represented as 0. These values
were assembled into a table with rows representing cells and columns representing binary
variables, and the count of the dependent variable at each raster cell was calculated.

4.

Cross-validation was used to build a custom elastic net model of penalized Poisson regression
with two fixed L2 penalties and optimized L1 penalties.

5.

The elastic net penalization used in step 4 reduced a large set of model factors with different
spatial operationalizations to a smaller set of factors by filtering them with statistical testing in
simple linear modeling and then balancing the prediction model’s fit with complexity by pushing
variable coefficients toward zero. In each model, model factors that stood up to shrinkage in the
penalized model were accepted as useful risk factors and passed to step 6.

6.

This last step used a custom bidirectional stepwise regression with Bayesian information
criterion scores to find the best risk terrain model for each model. The regression was repeated
with two stepwise regression models: one assuming a Poisson distribution and the other
assuming a negative binomial distribution. Based on the Bayesian information criterion scores,
the best risk terrain model was chosen between these two regression models with different
distributions. During this process, relative risk values, calculated by rescaling factor coefficients
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based on the minimum and maximum risk values in the best risk prediction model, were
produced for the risk factors included in the best model.
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